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ABSTRACT
VIDEO INDEXING AND SUMMARIZATION USING MOTION ACTIVITY
by
Kadir Askin Peker
In this dissertation, video-indexing techniques using low-level motion activity
characteristics and their application to video summarization are presented. The
MPEG-7 motion activity feature is defined as the subjective level of activity or motion
in a video segment. First, a novel psychophysical and analytical framework for
automatic measurement of motion activity in compliance with its subjective
perception is developed. A psychophysically sound subjective ground truth for
motion activity and a test-set of video clips is constructed for this purpose. A number
of low-level, compressed domain motion vector based, known and novel descriptors
are then described. It is shown that these descriptors successfully estimate the
subjective level of motion activity of video clips. Furthermore, the individual
strengths and limitations of the proposed descriptors are determined using a novel
pairwise comparison framework. It is verified that the intensity of motion activity
descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard is one of the best performers, while a novel
descriptor proposed in this dissertation performs comparably or better.
A new descriptor for the spatial distribution of motion activity in a scene is
proposed. This descriptor is supplementary to the intensity of motion activity
descriptor. The new descriptor is shown to have comparable query retrieval
performance to the current spatial distribution of motion activity descriptor of the
MPEG-7 standard.
The insights obtained from the motion activity investigation are applied to
video summarization. A novel approach to summarizing and skimming through video
using motion activity is presented. The approach is based on allocation of playback
time to video segments proportional to the motion activity of the segments. Low
activity segments are played faster than high activity segments in such a way that a
constant level of activity is maintained throughout the video. Since motion activity is
a low-complexity descriptor, the proposed summarization techniques are extremely
fast. The summarization techniques are successfully used on surveillance video. The
proposed techniques can also be used as a preprocessing stage for more complex
summarization and content analysis techniques, thus providing significant cost
gains.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A number of recent advances in science and technology have made digital video
popular and widely available. Storage and transmission technologies have advanced to
a point that they can accommodate the demanding volume of video data within
practical constraints. Encoding technologies such as MPEG-1 and 2 have enabled
access to digital video within the constraints of current communications
infrastructure and technology. Even the production of digital video has become
available to masses with the introduction of high performance, low-cost digital capture
and recording devices. As a result, a huge volume of digital video content is available
in digital archives, on the World Wide Web, in broadcast data streams, and in
personal and professional databases [35][37].
The sheer volume of the content brings about the problems of finding, accessing,
filtering, and managing the information efficiently and effectively. A common example
is the problem of retrieval of desired content from digital multimedia libraries and
professional archives such as the video archives of broadcast stations. In fact, the
problem of identifying content comes into play in a wide range of applications such as
filtering and selection of broadcast channels, skimming through hours of daily news
video based on personal preferences, summarization of a long video program with key-
frames, detection of interesting events in surveillance video, etc. The recent
international standard, MPEG-7, is aimed at addressing this problem. It is formally
described as "Multimedia Content Description Interface", and is being developed by
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group).
In the next section, we describe the multimedia content description and indexing
problem in its generality, and the MPEG-7 standard motivated by this problem. In
Section 1.2, we introduce motion activity, the visual feature of video that we
concentrate on in this work. Having provided an introductory background, we define
1
Figure 1.1 A graphical view of the relation between the different MPEG7 elements [35].
our problem in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, we review the previous work in
content-based indexing, particularly using motion activity features. We provide
background information on motion analysis in other contexts as well. Finally, in
Section 1.4, we present our approach to the problem and the contributions that we
make.
1.1. Multimedia Content Description and the MPEG-7 Standard
The MPEG-7 standard, formally called as "Multimedia Content Description Interface",
provides a set of "Descriptors" and "Description Schemes", along with a "Description
Definition Language", to describe multimedia content [37]. The scope of the standard
covers various forms of media including audio, video, and images, both in digital and
analog format, although most applications involve only digital content. MPEG-7 allows
a standard description scheme of various aspects of multimedia material that can be
used by MPEG-7 enabled applications aimed at end users, or automatic systems such
as a surveillance system, or a VCR that records only preferred content.
3MPEG-7 defines a set of descriptors that represent various "features" of
multimedia content. For example color is a feature of a piece of visual content.
MPEG-7 provides a number of descriptors to represent the color histogram, the
dominant color, the color layout, etc. of a given piece of visual content. Other
descriptors for the shape, texture, and motion features of visual content are provided
as well. Descriptors are combined in predefined structures called "Description
Schemes (DS)" such as the Video Segment DS that includes various descriptors for a
video segment (Figure 1.1). Figure 1.2 shows an abstract representation of an MPEG-7
application.
An important aspect of MPEG-7 is that it standardizes content description but
does not specify how the description is produced (Figure 1.3). Some of the descriptors
in MPEG-7 are automatically extracted from the content, such as color histograms or
motion descriptors. Most of the high level descriptions are very hard to generate
4automatically, such as the description of the theme of a movie, or segmentation of a
drama video into semantically meaningful scenes. Extraction of the semantic
information automatically or semi-automatically in a most accurate and efficient way
is an open research area that leaves room for future improvements in multimedia
content analysis. MPEG-7 does not specify how the content description will be used as
well. Again, this leaves room for improvements in intelligent use of available
information to arrive at higher level understanding and better utilization of content.
Figure 1.3 Scope of MPEG-7.
In summary, MPEG-7 provides a standard interface for the exchange of
information that describes multimedia content. Extraction and consumption of this
information in the most accurate, efficient, and effective way is a problem left open for
research and improvement. In this way, MPEG-7 provides a common framework and a
widely accepted platform that facilitates research and improvement on multimedia
content analysis and description.
As stated earlier, automatic extraction of most high-level semantic information,
such as the theme of a sitcom, the mood of a scene, or a semantic description of most
of the human actions, is almost impossible with current technology. Yet, the
information that can be automatically extracted from video can provide invaluable
insight, or reduce the amount of data to be processed drastically, hence, facilitate
manual extraction of information and indexing. Determining what is technologically
available and what is in demand by potential users, and then generating scenarios
5that mediate between the two is a problem that is still being solved. Automatic
analysis and indexing of video content is being introduced into many applications
ranging from video editing to detection of commercials, from educational systems to
news archives, etc. The requirements and the nature of the problem largely depend on
and defined by the application at hand. Hence, the video-indexing problem is best
studied in the context of a target application.
In conclusion, we observe a few general characteristics of the content-based
video-indexing problem that studies have made clear up to now. First, it is an
application driven problem. The application or the usage scenario defines the problem
to a great extent. Second, automatic annotation of content is virtually impossible,
unless the content is very constrained as in certain news or sports video programs.
Therefore, the user is an active part of the system. Content analysis should help
reduce the volume of content to a manageable size for the human user to handle. After
that point, human users are incomparably successful in processing the content.
Finally, performance evaluation of video indexing and analysis solutions is very
subjective. For instance, widely used performance measures such as similarity of a
retrieved video segment to a given sample and fidelity of an automatically generated
summary are hard to assess numerically. Thus, a content-based indexing solution has
to provide an analytical or numerical way to assess performance as well.
1.2. Motion Activity
Motion activity is a subjective quality of a video segment, usually used to describe the
level or intensity of activity, motion, or action in that video segment. It is also one of
the motion features included in the visual part of the MPEG-7 standard. In the
common usage, activity is usually associated with concepts such as liveliness, energy,
pace, and motion. The perception of activity in a video segment can be connected to a
number of factors including object or camera movement, the speed of motion,
frequency of scene changes, color or shape changes, etc. While activity is a subjective
6notion, a still image is an extreme example of low activity, whereas an explosion, a fast
paced sports scene, or a car chase scene is an example of high activity.
In keeping with its imprecise definition in real life, motion activity has been
represented by a number of different ad-hoc measures in video processing
applications. Especially in the compressed domain processing, measures based on the
motion vector magnitudes have been the most intuitive choice to reflect activity
content of a video segment. For example, the MPEG-7 descriptor for the intensity of
motion activity is defined as the quantized standard deviation of the magnitudes of the
block motion vectors in compressed video. Direct measures of frame pixel differences,
or measures based on edge change have also been used. In general, motion activity as
an analytical or numerical descriptor is a coarse measure that reflects the intensity,
pace, or other aspects such as the spatial distribution of the motion content of a video
segment. One of its significant aspects is its simplicity, i.e. its low-complexity
extraction and matching. Thus, it lends itself easily to real time and interactive
applications.
The motion activity descriptor enables applications such as video browsing,
surveillance, video content re-purposing, and content based querying of video
databases [33]. For example, in the video browsing application, the activity feature
enables clustering of the video content based on a broad description of the activity.
Then the user can skip from a video segment in a given cluster of segments to the next
segment in the same cluster, or skip to the next segment that does not belong to the
same cluster. For video programs consisting of about an hour of video content, such
clustering is often consistent with the semantic categories of segments in the program.
For instance, a shot of a soccer game or of a group of walking people has different
activity characteristics from a shot of a news anchor [14][18].
The measures that are used to represent motion activity are important in
defining its meaning, since it is a subjective concept and there is no other objective
7definition of, or reference measure for it. As we will discuss later in Chapter 2, this is
one reason that we conducted a perceptual experiment to establish a subjective
ground truth for motion activity.
1.3. Problem Definition
In this dissertation, we use the motion information in video for content analysis in
applications such as video browsing, retrieval, annotation, and summarization. We
target real-time applications, in which a dynamic and interactive processing of video
and presentation of the results are required. This allows the effective involvement of
the user in the process, the significance of which we explained earlier. We show that
motion activity is a low-complexity feature that can provide sufficient information
about the content for many applications such as browsing and filtering, where the
description is not exact. Also, we concentrate on compressed domain techniques such
as using motion vectors available in MPEG coded streams, as this provides
tremendous complexity and cost gains over uncompressed domain processing such as
optical flow computation while providing sufficient performance and accuracy for a
crude measure like motion activity. Apart from being computationally attractive,
motion is also one of the most important features in characterizing certain types of
content, such as sports, or action in movies.
In summary, our research is on describing the motion activity content of video
using low-level, low-complexity measures based on compressed domain data, and on
using it in various application scenarios. As a first step, we establish a subjective
ground truth for motion activity to provide an understanding of the motion activity
feature and its measurement by various descriptors. We study the spatial distribution
of the motion activity as a complementary descriptor to the intensity or level of motion
activity as well. This initial study forms the foundation for further analytical research
on description and measuring of motion activity. Finally, we demonstrate the
application of the motion activity descriptors in summarizing and browsing video.
8The following section describes relevant previous research and discusses the
issues that need to be addressed, hence motivating our research.
1.4. Previous Work and Motivation
There are two main research areas relevant to the problem we defined above: Content-
based video indexing, and motion analysis. Content-based video indexing is our main
topic of interest, whereas motion analysis provides us with a background on how
motion has been analyzed and used in previous studies --- mostly in machine vision
areas. We also review the psychophysics research on perception of motion activity in
video. For our research, we are particularly interested in previous research where a
measure of motion activity is used for content indexing.
1.4.1. Motion Activity and Content-Based Video Indexing
The general theme of content-based video indexing covers a wide array of subtopics,
which are mainly defined by target applications. The survey by P. Aigrain, H.J.Zhang
and D. Petkovic [1] gives an overview of numerous approaches in this area. Since we
are going to explore using motion activity feature in some of these contexts, we will
provide a brief overview of issues and approaches involved in this wide range of
subtopics.
Features. One of the first issues that come up in almost all content analysis
applications is the concept of similarity. Although it is hard to define an objective
measure of similarity between, say, two shapes or two segments of video, the common
approach is first to define a number of similarity types depending on the application. A
few of the possible types are [25] color similarity, texture similarity, shape similarity,
spatial similarity, and in our case, similarity of motion characteristics. These various
aspects of audiovisual content are usually referred to as "features", and the analytical
measures that are used to represent them are defined as "descriptors" in MPEG-7.
After defining the features of interest, the next issue to solve is defining a similarity or
9distance measure that is appropriate. The ultimate goal in most cases is to be able to
measure similarity in the semantic sense. While achieving this goal in general is a very
hard problem, successful results are achieved when the application domain is
constrained, or multiple features are used together to fine-tune the description of what
the user is looking for. Image and video query systems such as QBIC, Photobook, and
Virage use most of the features mentioned above together to enable an effective system
[24][22][52].
Features and the analytical measures that are used to represent them need to
be studied to understand how well they correspond to human perception. Only then
they can be reliably used in content analysis [1]. We lack this kind of an
understanding especially for measures that claim to reflect motion activity
characteristics of video segments. The performance of currently used measures
compared to human perception has not been studied, and even a standard definition
of the motion activity feature itself does not exist beyond vague references to common
intuition.
Content-Based Indexing Applications. Content-based video indexing applications
are built on the foundation of features, and on analytical techniques that use the
features. Applications aimed at video data generally involve parsing of the video and
then presenting it in a new form such as a summary, a set of keyframes, or within a
browsing application [1]. The parsing part involves two main processes: temporal
segmentation into elementary units, which are usually shots, and then analysis of the
content of those units [57]. A shot is defined as a segment of a video that has been
recorded with a single, continuous take of a camera. Shots are used as the building
blocks of larger video segments in most cases. However, in certain types of video such
as sports, lecture, and surveillance videos, the shots also need to be divided into
smaller, consistent sub-segments. Extraction of features from these units involve
some or all of the following: extracting color, texture, camera and object motion
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characteristics, any embedded text, analysis of sound track, detection of faces,
determining whether it is a close-up or a wide-angle shot, etc. A widely used method
is to choose a representative frame (keyframe) from each video unit, and extract
features from those. Keyframes are also used in presentation of retrieval results, in
summaries, and in browsing. Following the parsing process, either a number of
selected segments are returned to the user as a result of a query, or the information
that is obtained is further processed to cluster elementary units into larger,
semantically meaningful compositions. For example, a sequence of shots showing two
people in turn in a dialog can be clustered as one dialog scene. Alternatively, all the
shots that include a certain person can be clustered together. The clustering operation
and other analysis to connect pieces of information from shots to get a higher
understanding of the content is a more difficult task. It involves heuristics,
probabilistic models such as Hidden Markov Models, statistical clustering methods,
and in some cases as in news video, the knowledge of the domain.
Motion Feature in Content-Based Indexing Applications. During the evolution of
content-based indexing research, video content analysis has been initially treated as
an extension of image understanding. Coupled with the richer background of image
understanding research, video content analysis has more heavily relied on still image-
based features like color and texture. Although motion analysis has also a background
in machine vision research, it was not readily applicable to video content analysis, as
we will discuss in a later subsection. Thus, we believe that motion information
analysis in video is less explored when compared to still-image based features.
The use of motion information in content-based video indexing applications is
mostly devoted to determining the camera operation. Camera operation or camera
motion refers to the movement of camera or the change of focal point as in camera
pan, zoom, and tilt. While MPEG block motion vectors are not accurate sources of
motion information, there are a number of studies on obtaining the type and possibly
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the strength of camera operation in a video segment by using the compressed domain
motion vectors [47][50][5]. Compressed domain methods yield a crude description of
camera motion, such as only with a zoom factor and a 2-D pan factor. It is also
referred to as "global motion", and is in essence the description of the motion of
background in a scene. Camera motion information is used in sports video to detect
fast breaks or loose ball situations in basketball video [45]. It is also used directly as
a low-level feature in video [2][3][56]. Camera and global motion information, when it
is a simplified description of camera motion especially based on compressed domain
information, is a specialized application of low-level motion information in compressed
domain. However, its use is restricted to a number of specific cases. Hence, use of
camera motion only is different than our more general approach to low-level motion
information.
More general measures of motion activity are also used in a limited number of
works [14][18]. As described earlier, the MPEG-7 intensity of motion activity
descriptor, which is the quantized standard deviation of motion vectors in a video
segment, is one such example [36]. Pfeiffer et al use a combination of image and audio
features, including edge change ratio, to determine the activity level of video segments.
They then use the activity information in selecting interesting segments from video for
summarization [43]. Wolf uses motion activity, defined as the mode of motion vector
magnitudes in the frame, to select a keyframe that captures the moment the transient
action has passed and the scene is in a most steady and meaningful state in a given
video segment [53]. Vasconcelos and Lippman uses activity content of video segments
together with average length of the shots in a video to categorize movies in terms of
action, violence, or romance [51]. The measure used for activity is based on the pixel
differences and a 'tangent distance' between consecutive frames. These works
demonstrate that motion activity can be used in creative ways, and while being a low-
level and simple descriptor, it can be used to achieve high-level
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content characterization. However, the measures that are used are ad-hoc, based on
simple common sense and heuristics, and most importantly, their validity is not
established by comparison to a ground truth. 
1.4.2. Motion Activity Perception in Psychophysics
A number of studies in psychophysics investigate the perception of speed and the
factors that effect it. The effect of contrast, distance, spatial arrangement, size, and
similar factors on the perceived speed of objects is studied in controlled experiments
with synthetic test-sequences [6][30][49]. The test sequences (stimuli) consist of very
simple objects or random dot patterns, with well-defined motion, displayed for usually
a few frames. However, there is no previous study that addresses the perception of
"motion activity" in video. Nevertheless, the findings in the cases of simple and basic
stimuli provide insight to our analysis of motion activity ground-truth, which will be
discussed in Chapter 2.
1.4.3. Motion Analysis in Other Contexts
Motion analysis has a richer history in the field of machine vision. Motion information
is obtained from image sequences using optical flow [4], which is computationally a
very expensive process, but it yields much higher resolution and more accurate
motion information than the block-matching motion vectors found in coded streams
such as MPEG 1. Optical flow is used in segmentation of objects in a scene, in finding
the 3-D structure and motion of objects, in finding the exact parameters of camera
motion, or in tracking of objects, and for similar purposes in robotic and machine
vision [31][46][23]. These approaches are not suitable for content-based indexing of
natural and consumer video for a number of reasons. First, the computational
complexity of these techniques makes them unsuitable for real-time and large volume
applications of content-based video indexing. Second, the utility that the extra
precision brings is unclear, especially for a low-level measure like motion activity.
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And third, machine vision techniques are only applicable in very constrained
conditions. In most cases the background is assumed fixed. The distance to objects
are either assumed infinite or within the constraints of a closed room. Certain
techniques require that the calibration parameters of the camera to be known.
However, our target content is diverse and unrestricted consumer video. These
constraints make a generalization of the work in this area to content-based video
indexing impractical at this time and for our purposes.
In the case that uncompressed video is used, the motion activity measures
described in this research are still valid. Although the motion vectors need to be
computed, it does not have to be high precision and costly as in machine vision
problems. In practical terms, availability of hardware encoders that can provide block
motion vectors gives motion activity measures an advantage in terms of computational
cost when compared to optical flow based techniques.
1.5. Our Approach and Contributions
Our approach to using the motion information in content-based video indexing is
aimed at making the best use of low-level, readily available motion information in
coded video streams to get high-level semantic inferences. Based on our discussion
thus far, the measures and techniques developed for motion analysis should take into
account;
- Complexity cost constraints of applications,
- Diverse nature of video content,
- Relaxed precision requirements of applications that rely on interaction and
human assistance.
As a summary of past review and discussions, we conclude that motion activity
as a simple, low-complexity, and low-level feature can be used effectively in various
content-based video indexing and analysis applications. It has already been used
successfully in a number of previous works. However, the feature is not well defined,
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and the measures are not validated with respect to human perception. And finally, the
potential of this feature of video is not fully exploited. Motivated by these observations,
our research is aimed at;
- Establishing an experimental and analytical framework for the analysis of the
motion activity feature and its measures, through generation of a subjective
ground-truth,
- Developing and validating measures for other aspects of motion activity such
as its spatial distribution, as well as its intensity,
- Applying these measures or descriptors in a video summarization context,
where traditionally still-image based features such as color, texture, etc. have
been dominantly used.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. A psycho-visual and analytical framework for automatic measurement of motion
activity in video sequences [42][41][40][39][17] ,
- A reliable subjective ground-truth,
- A set of automatically extractable descriptors of motion activity,
- Verification that all the descriptors perform well against the ground-truth, the
current MPEG-7 descriptor being one of the best,
- Determination of the limitations of the motion activity descriptors.
2. A new descriptor for spatial distribution of motion activity [14][16],
- Has similar precision-recall performance to the spatial activity descriptor in the
current MPEG-7 working draft.
3. Motion activity-based approach to video summarization [15],
- An analytical framework for using motion activity of video segments in
generating a summary of video,
- Techniques to summarize and skim through video using variable playback
speed or temporal sub-sampling based on motion activity of video segments.
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1.6. Outline
In Chapter 2, we describe the subjective experiment that we conducted to generate the
motion activity ground truth. We introduce a number of low-level, motion vector-based
descriptors for the intensity of motion activity. We analyze the performance and the
characteristics of these descriptors in two different frameworks, one based on average
error analysis and one novel. These frameworks are general enough to be used in
analysis of other subjective features and their measures, as well. We show, within
these frameworks, that the low-complexity, motion vector-based descriptors described
in this chapter can estimate the subjective motion activity successfully. In Chapter 3,
we develop a descriptor for the description of the spatial distribution of motion activity
in the frame. We show that the new descriptor is comparable in performance to the
spatial distribution descriptor that is currently in the MPEG-7 standard. In Chapter 4,
we use the motion activity descriptors for summarization and fast viewing of video. We
present a technique of summarization using motion activity that is both fast and
effective, that can be used as a standalone application or as a preprocessing step for
further analysis of content. Finally, in Chapter 5, we present concluding remarks and
directions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF MOTION ACTIVITY
2.1. Introduction
In Chapter 1, we defined motion activity as the perceived subjective degree of activity,
or amount of motion, in a video segment [36]. For example, a news anchor shot is
usually perceived as a low motion activity segment, whereas a car chase scene is
perceived as having high motion activity. We also noted various measures that have
been used to describe the level of motion activity in various applications
[18][43][51][53], including the intensity of motion activity descriptor in MPEG-7.
While various measures have been used and proposed in the literature, to date,
no work has been done on developing a psychophysically sound basis for subjective
and objective measurement of the intensity of motion activity. Although the MPEG-7
descriptor has been developed with a "ground truth" data set of 622 video segments
[19][17], the data set lacks statistical data about the subjects. Furthermore, the data
set consists of video segments that vary in both length and quality of shot
segmentation. The lack of such a psychophysical basis has made it difficult to assess
the efficacy of any automatically computed descriptor of the intensity of motion
activity.
In this chapter, we provide a sound psycho-visual and analytical framework for
automatic measurement of intensity of motion activity. In Section 2.2, we describe the
subjective ground truth for motion activity that we generated by conducting a
psychophysical experiment. In Section 2.3, we present a set of motion activity
descriptors based on compressed domain block motion vectors. The descriptors are
based on statistics of the magnitudes of the motion vectors or preprocessed versions
there of. In Section 2.4, we examine the performance of each of the descriptors by
computing the average error between the descriptors and the subjective ground truth
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described in Section 2.2. In Section 2.5, we present a novel framework for the analysis
of the performance of the descriptors in individual cases. The framework is based on
using pairwise comparison of video segments' motion activity levels rather than
absolute ground truth activity levels. In Section 2.6, we discuss the results and the
conclusions of this chapter.
2.2. The Ground Truth For Motion Activity
In order to evaluate the reliability and performance of descriptors of subjective motion
activity, we need to compare them to a ground truth. The ground truth in this case is
the perceived intensity of motion activity in a given video segment evaluated by human
subjects. We constructed a ground truth by selecting a set of video clips (segments)
from the MPEG-7 test video sequences as described in this section. We performed a
psychophysical experiment where a number of human subjects are asked to evaluate
the intensity of motion activity for each of the test clips. We computed a single
subjective motion activity value for each test clip, to be used in Section 2.4, using
some combination of the evaluations of all the subjects. We also analyzed how well the
subjective evaluations agree in order to establish the reliability of the ground truth.
2.2.1. Selection of the Test Clips
We selected 294 video segments of length 1.5 seconds from the whole MPEG-7 test
content (Appendix B). The number of clips allowed the subjects to go through the set
in a single pass without fatigue, while providing a sufficient data size for reliable
statistical analysis. We chose a clip length (1.5 seconds) that provided enough time for
the perception of activity, but was also short enough to preserve consistency and
homogeneity, and to avoid memory effects. We selected the test clips through several
elimination steps in order to cover a diverse range of semantic activity types and
activity levels.
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Table 2.1 Percentage of clips from different semantic classes of video in the original
27,000 and the selected 1,700 clip sets.
Semantic Class: Original
Content
After 	 Random
Sampling
Cartoon 6% 10%
Commercial 1% 6%
Drama 28% 21%
Education 10% 8%
Entertainment 12% 11%
News 24% 21%
Sports 13% 18%
Surveillance 6% 5%
The MPEG-7 test video content comprises 35 MPEG-1 sequences containing over
11 hours of video. We divided the video sequences uniformly into 1.5-second clips.
Initially we had over 27000 clips. We classified the 35 video sequences into 8 semantic
categories, namely cartoons, commercials, drama, educational, entertainment, news,
sports, and surveillance. We estimated the activity level of each clip using the average
of motion-vector magnitudes [14][18]. We wanted the test set to contain a balanced
distribution of activity levels, as well as a balanced representation of the eight
semantic classes. The first column of Table 2.1 shows the percentage of each of the
eight classes in the original MPEG-7 test set, while the first row of Table 2.2 shows the
distribution of activity levels initially. It can be seen that the original set mostly
contained low-activity clips. We wanted to balance the activity distribution by using a
biased sampling. We wanted to sample more from the high activity clips, also because
low-activity content --- especially the still shots --- does not show much of a variation,
whereas high activity can come in many different forms such as camera motion,
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people, crowd, visual effects, various motion types, etc. Hence, our test set is biased
towards high activity.
Table 2.2 Percentage of clips from each activity level in the original and the selected
clip sets.
Activity Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
Original Content 26% 36% 28.6% 6.6% 2.2% 0.4%
Final Test Set 7% 16% 26% 23% 21% 7%
In order to achieve the desired sampling of activity levels and semantic classes,
we assigned a probability pi to each clip i, i=1..27000, in the original set of 27000 clips,
based on the semantic class of the video sequence from which the clip i belongs to
(Table 1), and the clip's activity level computed as described in [18]. We generated a
binary random variable ri for each clip such that P(ri = 1) = pi , and kept the clips in the
test set for which ri = 1. We set the pi values so that the expected number of selected
clips from each activity level and each semantic class after random sampling would be
more balanced. We selected about 5000 clips by the described random sampling. Thus
the average probability of being selected for the clips (the average of pi's) was about
5000/27000.
In the second step, we weeded out redundant instances of similar clips, along
with clips that contain shot transitions or drastic changes in activity. We preserved a
small number of cuts and dissolves to test their perceived activity levels because video
producers often use frequent cuts to give a sense of high activity. The second step
reduced the number of clips to 1700.
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Table 2.3 A number of activity types used as a guide in constructing our test clip set.
We roughly classified activity levels as low, moderate and high. Based on our previous
experience with motion activity and its measurement, we also defined a fourth
category of activity types, for which the motion vectors were very high but the
perceived activity level was not proportionately high.
High Activity Content:
Music, Dance One - few - crowd,
Close-up - medium - wide,
Lighting changes, various camera effects,
High activity - medium activity
Sports Wide angle - close-up,
Fast - slow,
Basketball - Soccer - golf etc, Runners - bicycle
race,
Score - attack, running, jumping in soccer
Effects Logo,
Fire, explosion, etc.
Misleading High Activity
Content
Camera Operation
(Pan, Zoom, etc...)
On static or very low activity - low or moderate
activity object,
High activity background - still background,
Steady camera - unsteady camera,
Indoors - outdoors, etc.
Close-ups Slow-moving object - fast-moving object,
Short duration and fast activity (sudden gestures)
Moderate Activity Content
Drama, Education, News, etc. Standing or still people - Walking - Running,
One - few - many...
Low Activity Content
Talking Heads Anchor - interview,
Still background - low motion. background (set or
outdoors) - high motion background, outdoors, in
crowd, etc.,
One - few.
Surveillance People - speedway,
One - few - many,
Slow - fast - still ,
Close - far,
Also:
Cartoons (apply most of above)
Commercials (apply some of above)
A few scene cuts and fades Included for testing their perceived activity level.
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In the final series of passes, we hand picked 294 test clips that represented a
diverse variety of activity types and levels. Table 2.3 lists a number of activity
categories and variations of each category that we tried to cover in the test set. We
selected 28 clips of either very low or very high activity as the training set, in order to
show the subjects the typical highest and lowest activity clips they would see in the
test set. Keyframes from sample low-activity and high-activity clips are shown in
Figure 2.1. The complete list of 294 test clips is given in Appendix B.
Figure 2.1 Frames from a very low activity and a very high activity clip.
2.2.2. The Psychophysical Experiment
We used 15 subjects who were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. Calibration
was very important in determining the outcome of the experiment. Subjects were
trained before the main experiment. They were shown what to expect in terms of the
minimum and the maximum level of activity to be displayed so as to maintain a
mental scale. They were not given a complete scale, however. Motion activity is very
subjective and it is not possible to objectively determine what activity levels are 0, 1, 2,
etc. Hence, once the maximum and the minimum available activity levels were shown,
the activity scale was left up to the subjects.
We arbitrarily selected 6 activity levels, from 0 (lowest) to 5 (highest). This is a
number that strikes a balance between two conflicting requirements: There must be
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a small number of levels so that humans can easily classify clips. On the other hand,
we need a large number of levels so as to correlate automatically derived measures of
activity to those obtained by humans with an adequate resolution.
We used a Java-based tool for the subjects to play each clip and drag-and-drop
it into a bin according to its activity level (Figure 2.2). Clips were displayed
consecutively, in random order. The subjects saw a thumbnail image of the first frame
of the clip that is next in line, and played the video by clicking on the image. The
subjects were asked to play each video clip only once and decide based on the
perception of activity they got at first, and try not to be affected by factors other than
the motion activity, such as semantics.
Figure 2.2 A snapshot of the drag-and-drop tool used by the subjects to classify the
test clips into 6 activity levels.
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2.2.3. Results of the Psychophysical Experiment
The complete list of subjects' evaluations for each of the test clips is given in
Appendix C. In this section, we first verify the consistency of the subjective results and
examine how well subjects agree on the motion activity of the test clips. Then we
obtain the absolute motion activity ground truth by using the median across subjects.
Consistency of Subjective Evaluations. We use a number of measures to show the
degree to which the subjects agree. This analysis provides us with an understanding
of the precision of the subjective ground truth, and serve as a guide in evaluating
whether the performance of the computed descriptors is acceptable. Specifically, we
want to determine the acceptable range of error between the ground truth and the
computed descriptors when the precision of the ground truth is taken into account.
First, we compute the standard deviation of the subjective evaluations for each
clip. The average of the standard deviations for the 294 clips is 0.9976. For the second
assessment, we first compute the average and the median of the subjects' activity
evaluations for each clip. Then we compute each subject's total error with respect to
these two measures. We use the sum of absolute differences as the error measure.
Table 2.4 shows the total and average (per video clip) error values for each subject
with respect to the two measures described. The median of the per-clip errors with
respect to the median of subjects is 0.73. Note that the error values suggest that
subject 14 is an outlier.
Table 2.4 Each subject's error (Sum of Absolute Differences over 294 clips) with
respect to the median (Error 1) and with respect to the average (Error 2) of subjects.
Median of subjects' errors (Error 1) is 0.73 per clip.
Subject No: 13 10 7 2 12 6 3 5 8 1 4 15 9 11 14
Error 1 157 167 181 186 194 200 211 224 232 249 248 267 267 277 373
(per clip) .53 .57 .62 .63 .66 .68 .72 .76 .79 .85 .84 .91 .91 .94 1.27
Error 2 167 165 169 178 182 198 209 214 228 235 240 263 271 271 375
(per clip) .57 .56 .57 .61 .62 .67 .71 .73 .77 .80 .82 .89 .92 .92 1.27
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Finally, we examine how the subjective evaluations --- subjects' votes for activity
levels --- are distributed over the possible activity levels of 0-5, for each clip. We see
that for each test clip, the two activity levels that get highest number of votes from the
subjects get more than 7 votes together. In other words, the majority of the subjects
agree on either of two activity levels for each clip. The total number of votes that the
highest and the second highest voted for activity levels get is 11 (out of 15 subjects) in
average. This finding, which implies a subjectively acceptable interval of 2 activity
levels, is in accord with the ±0.7 acceptable error range implied by the subjects' errors
computed above.
Subjective Ground Truth for Motion Activity. We want to assign one activity value
to each clip as the ground truth subjective activity level for that clip. We can reduce
the 15 subjective evaluations to one by either averaging and then rounding to the
closest integer, or by taking the median across the subjects. The sum of absolute
differences between the two ground truths is 40 for 294 clips. Hence, the difference is
minor. However, we use the median for the reasons discussed below.
First, the median is better in removing the effect of outliers on the ground truth.
Furthermore, averaging assumes a linear scale for the subjective motion activity,
which is not necessarily valid. By using the average of 15 subjective evaluations, one
assumes that motion activity has a linear scale between 0 to 5. For example the mid-
point between the activity levels 1 and 3 is assumed to be 2, or the distance between
the levels 1 and 2 is assumed to be the same as the distance between the levels 2 and
3. The rounding to the nearest integer, as well, is problematic in the context of
discrete activity levels of 0 to 5.
One last point that favors using the median is based on the histograms of the
activity levels, or probability distribution of activity levels, obtained using the ground
truths computed in the two different ways. First, we compute the histogram of activity
levels for each subject. Then, we average the histograms obtained from all subjects.
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Normalizing the histogram, we obtain an estimate of the probability distribution of
activity levels in subjects' evaluations. We compute two other probability distributions
using the histograms obtained from the two alternative ground truths. As seen in
Table 2.5, the median across subjects gives a closer distribution to that of individual
subjects, hence we conclude that the median of subjects is a better estimator of
subjects' activity evaluations.
Table 2.5 Probability distribution of activity levels using 3 different data sources.
Activity Levels: 	 0 1 2 3 4 5
All Subjects 0.03 0.16 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.11
Median of Subjects 0.01 0.10 0.31 0.33 0.21 0.04
Avg. of Subjects 0.01 0.08 0.30 0.41 0.18 0.02
2.3. Motion Vector Based Descriptors For Motion Activity
2.3.1. 	 Overview of the Descriptors
In this section, we describe the motion activity descriptors that we tested. The
descriptors are based on block motion vectors in compressed video. The compressed
domain motion vectors are readily available and easy to decode from MPEG-1/2 video.
Although the compressed domain motion vectors are not precise enough for object
motion analysis, they are sufficient for the measurement of the gross motion in video.
The descriptors are low-complexity and easy to compute as well. These qualities make
the proposed descriptors suitable for video indexing where the amount of data is very
large and a real-time performance is desirable in many cases. We used only P-frames,
which are the forward-predicted frames in MPEG video streams, for ease of
computation. But the computations of the descriptors can be applied to any
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vector field such as the optical flow, although the optical flow is a computationally
expensive alternative.
We used a number of low complexity statistical descriptions of the motion in the
frame as our descriptors. The first and the most straightforward description of the
overall activity in the frame is the average of motion vector magnitudes, which
assumes that the faster the objects move, the higher the activity is. The median of the
magnitudes is another option, which is expected to be more effective in filtering out
the spurious motion vectors common in motion compensated video. A few subjective
observations and hypothesis lead to more descriptors.
The first observation is that the perceived motion activity is higher when the
motion is not uniform. Alternatively, uniform or homogenous motion is perceived as a
lower activity than predicted by the average of motion vector magnitudes. A typical
example is camera motion where the average of motion vectors is very large --- both
due to the large area the motion covers in the frame and due to the magnitude of the
motion. But a camera pan is not perceived proportionately higher than an activity due
to an object's motion. The variance of the motion vector magnitudes, var, is a
descriptor that is motivated by this observation. The mean0 and mean1 descriptors,
which will be explained later, are aimed at removing spatial uniformity of the motion
vector field, whereas the diff descriptor is aimed at removing the temporal uniformity
[36].
Another subjective hypothesis or observation is that the perceived activity can
be high even when there is a relatively small, fast-moving object in a low activity
background where the average of motion vector magnitudes is low. We used the
maximum of the motion vector magnitudes in our experiments to test this hypothesis.
We also used two variations of the maximum, mail and max2, which discard top
1.5% and 10%, respectively, of the motion vectors in order to filter out spurious
vectors or very small objects.
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Once we computed the descriptors for each P-frame, we found the motion
activity descriptor for the video segment in two different ways: We both averaged the
P-frame descriptors and also found the maximum of the P-frame descriptors in the
segment. Using the maximum over time is based on the approach of the max0/ 1/2
descriptors applied to the temporal dimension. Thus, we computed 18 descriptors (two
versions of 9 descriptors) for each video segment or clip.
2.3.2. Computation of the Descriptors
For all of the descriptors, an NxM grid of motion vectors is constructed for each P-
frame in the clip. Then, a matrix of the magnitudes of the motion vectors is
constructed, except for the mean0, mean1 and diff descriptors where the motion
vector field is first processed before computing the magnitudes. Intra-coded blocks are
assumed to have (0,0) motion vectors.
The following descriptors are computed for each P-frame. For description of the
activity of the clip, we computed both the average and the maximum of the P-frame
descriptors.
Avg, var, med. The first three descriptors (avg, var and med) are computed as the
average, the variance and the median of the motion vector magnitudes in the frame,
respectively. The variance of the motion vector magnitudes is essentially the motion
activity descriptor currently included in the working draft of the MPEG-7 standard
[36].
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mean°, mean1. For the mean° descriptor, the mean of the motion vectors is
subtracted from all the vectors in the frame, for the purpose of removing spatial
uniformity. Then, the magnitude of the vectors is averaged to obtain the frame activity
descriptor.
For the mean1 descriptor, the frame is divided into a 3x4 grid. The above
operation described for mean° is performed for each of the 12 regions. The 12 region-
descriptors are averaged to obtain the frame descriptor. Note that mean° eliminates
most of the activity contributed by a camera pan, but fails to remove the activity due
to camera zoom. On the other hand, mean1 is able to remove the uniformity partially
even in the case of a zoom.
max0, maxi, max2. The descriptor max0 is the maximum of the motion vector
magnitudes in the frame. Usually, the highest magnitude motion vectors are spurious
vectors. For this reason, we included the descriptors maxi and max2 in our
experiment, which are the maximum of magnitudes after discarding the top 1.5% and
10% of motion vectors, respectively.
Jiff. The descriptor cliff is aimed at removing the temporal uniformity in the motion
vector field. The motion vectors are essentially differentiated in time and the average of
the vector magnitudes is computed afterwards. For each block motion vector in frame
n, first the location where the current macro-block moves to in the next frame is found
(Figure 2.3). Then the motion vector at that location in the next frame is subtracted
from the current motion vector in frame n, in effect computing the temporal derivative
of the vector field. Then the magnitudes of the derivative, or the acceleration, vectors
are computed and averaged over the frame. If the motion in the video segment is
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temporally uniform, then it results in a small activity measure. If the motion displays
direction and magnitude changes from frame to frame, then the activity is higher.
Figure 2.3 Block motion vectors in compressed video. The difference of v and v', which
is the motion vector at the location where v points to in the next frame, is used in
computing the diff descriptor.
2.4. Average Error Performance of The Descriptors
The first analysis of performance of the descriptors is based on the average error with
respect to the ground truth over the whole data set. We first quantize each descriptor
into activity levels 0 to 5. We find the quantization thresholds for each descriptor by
minimizing the error between the ground truth and the quantized descriptor. In order
to separate the training set and the test set, we use half of the 294 clips to optimize
the quantization thresholds, and measured performance on the other half.
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We split the data set of 294 clips into two sub-sets randomly each time, and repeat
this process 30 times. We use the sum of absolute differences between the quantized
descriptor values and the ground truth as the measure of error.
2.4.1. The Quantization of the Descriptors
We quantize the descriptors into levels 0 to 5 so that they become comparable to the
ground truth. The plot of descriptors vs. the ground truth suggests that the
relationship between the descriptors and the ground truth is not clear enough to fit a
curve (Figure 2.4). We formulate the problem as optimal quantization of the descriptor
values to minimize the error between the quantized values and the ground truth. Note
that this is not a quantization problem in the conventional sense where the error is
between the unquantized and the quantized values. In the common quantization
problem, the original set of unquantized values alone determines the quantization. In
our case, the optimal quantization is determined by the second set of values, which is
the ground truth.
2.4.2. The Optimal Quantization
Since there is a finite number of data points (video clips) in our set, the number of all
possible quantization thresholds is finite. If we sort the clips with respect to the
computed descriptor that we want to quantize, then we can place 5 quantization
thresholds in the 148 intervals between 147 (half of the 294 clips) sorted descriptor
values, including before the lowest and after the highest (Figure 2.5). There are
ways that 5 thresholds can be uniquely placed in these 148 intervals. In theory,
one can try all the possible configurations and select the threshold values that
minimize the error between the quantized descriptor values and the subjective ground
truth. However, such a brute force approach is not feasible.
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Figure 2.4 The descriptor avg vs. the average of subjects' evaluations for 294 clips.
The scatter is not well structured enough for curve fitting.
Figure 2.5 The quantization of a computed descriptor can be formulated as dividing
the sorted set of N descriptor values into six by placing five dividers into N+ 1 available
slots. The optimization criterion is the sum of absolute differences between the
quantized descriptor values and the subjective ground truth.
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The following is a formulation of the optimal quantization problem. The set of ti
that minimizes err is the optimal solution.
Because of the infeasibility of the above brute force global solution, we optimize
each threshold value separately, independently of the others. We first consider the
first threshold to, and quantize all the values below to to 0, and anything above to to 1.
In our case where we have a finite number of (147) descriptor values in the training
set, we do not need to continuously vary the threshold variable ti to find the optimal
value. Instead, we quantize all the descriptors, which are sorted in ascending order,
up to the Toth to 0, and all the others to 1, then we vary To from 1 to 147 to find the
one that minimizes the quantization error. After optimizing To, the optimal value for to
is any value between the Toth and the (To+ 1)st descriptor value. We select the midpoint
for simplicity. The other four threshold values are computed in the same way. We
prove in Appendix A that the independently optimized threshold values computed as
described above, provided that they are monotonic increasing in i (i.e. to < ti <..<t4),
constitute the set of threshold values that minimizes the quantization error globally,
hence provide the optimal quantization.
The following formulation shows how we find to, the first quantization threshold.
We select the to value that minimizes err.
2.4.3. 	 Training and Test Sets
	
If we quantize the descriptors using the test set of 294 clips and then compute the
error on the same set, we face the problem of testing the descriptors on a data that
they are optimized for. To avoid this bias, we randomly select half of the clips as the
training set and optimize the quantization thresholds for that subset. Then we
compute the error on the other half of the data set. Since the data size is not very
large, we repeat this operation and compute the error several times (thirty times) to
verify that the results are consistent throughout the repetitions.
We list the average quantization threshold values for four of the descriptors in
Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 Quantization threshold values for four of the descriptors, averaged over
thirty iterations of optimization.
Threshold 1 Threshold 2 Threshold 3 Threshold 4 Threshold 5
avg 0 0.5 3.3 16.6 17.7
var 0.3 1.7 14.7 117.9 161.4
mean0 0.1 0.6 2.7 12.9 15.4
max2 0 1.7 8.8 28.2 33.9
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Table 2.7 Average error (average of absolute differences between the quantized
descriptor and the ground truth) for nine descriptors with two variations (averaged over
time or maximum over time). The "Avg." row is computed by averaging the error results
of random splits as described in the text. The "Max" and "Min" rows are the maximum
and the minimum error values obtained in the random split iterations. The "No Split"
row shows the error results when the quantization and the error computation are both
performed on the whole set of 294 clips.
Averaged over time Max. over time
Avg. Max. Min. No Split Avg. Max. Min. No Split
maxi 0.730 0.822 0.665 0.671 0.734 0.880 0.633 0.671
max2 0.743 0.849 0.637 0.671 0.733 0.867 0.660 0.671
var 0.746 0.815 0.678 0.667 0.740 0.864 0.654 0.667
max° 0.746 0.844 0.686 0.684 0.763 0.892 0.660 0.684
mean0 0.781 0.862 0.694 0.698 0.768 0.867 0.674 0.698
meanl 0.792 0.992 0.705 0.711 0.773 0.914 0.688 0.711
avg 0.816 1.039 0.722 0.718 0.782 0.902 0.694 0.718
median 0.824 0.969 0.728 0.752 0.786 0.898 0.696 0.752
diff 0.826 0.937 0.719 0.735 0.787 0.929 0.705 0.735
2.4.4. Average Error Results for the Descriptors
We provide the average error results for each descriptor in Table 2.7. The first
observation is that all the descriptors perform acceptably, considering the median
subject error of 0.73. The descriptors maxi, max2 and var, which is basically the
descriptor used in MPEG-7, are the best performers according to the average error
results. The refinements made to the avg descriptor in computing the mean0 and
mean1 descriptors improve the average error performance. However, the approach of
cliff does not seem to provide an improvement in estimating the subjective activity
level. The median descriptor also performs inferior to the avg. We observed that
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the median of motion vector magnitudes can be very low, sometimes 0, if the activity
in the frame covers a small area.
Note that the descriptors such as avg, which, in a way 'dilutes' the activity by
taking the whole frame into consideration, perform better when we take the maximum
over time as the segment descriptor, rather than the average. The max° and maxi
descriptors, on the other hand, perform better when averaged over time. However,
both averaging over time and taking the maximum over time yields essentially the
same ordering among the nine descriptors.
We provide the maximum and the minimum errors obtained in the thirty
repetitions of the experiment to illustrate the range of variation in errors. We provide
the error results when the training and error computation is done on the same 294-
clip test set. The error in this case is about 10% better than the average error of thirty
random split experiments.
2.4.5. An Upper Bound for the Descriptor Errors
To get a better understanding of the error figures in Table 2.7, we want to know what
the worst case error would be, more specifically, when the computed descriptors and
the ground truth were independent. For this purpose, we assume two independent
random variables, one for the ground truth and one for the computed descriptor. The
expected value of the absolute difference between these two random variables is an
estimate of average error we would have if we had 294 such pairs and computed the
error.
First, we assume two independent, uniformly distributed integer random
variables between 0 to 5. The expected absolute difference between these two random
variables is,
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which is very large when compared to the descriptors' error figures.
A more realistic and tighter bound assumes that the first random variable is
distributed similar to the ground truth, and the second one is independent and
uniformly distributed. This is similar to computing the error between the ground truth
and an independent, uniformly distributed series of 294 numbers. In this case the
expected error is 1.65 per clip. If the second random variable has normal distribution
with 2.5 mean and 1.5 standard deviation, which is very similar to the distribution of
the subjective evaluations, then the error drops down to 1.41 per clip. Our error
values still compare well to this figure.
A still tighter bound is when the second number is distributed similar to the
subjective activity (See Table 2.5 for the probability distribution of activity levels in the
ground truth and in the subjects' evaluations). This is an estimate of average error if
the descriptor values were randomly assigned to the test clips. If the average error for
any of the descriptors, or of the subjects, is as high as this value, then it should have
very little correlation with the ground truth. The expected average error for this case is
1.33 per clip, still well above the error values we get from the computed descriptors.
The above analysis provides a benchmark that shows that the descriptors are
well correlated with the subjective ground truth. In fact, we notice that one or two
subjects (e.g. Subject 14) are outliers in that they are close to the last bound above.
Hence, we assume that those subjects' activity evaluations are almost uncorrelated
with the rest of the subjects. Based on this observation, we discard subjects 14 and
15 in the analysis done in Section 2.5.
2.4.6. Comparison of Subjects' and Descriptors' Errors
We note that in some cases the descriptors perform better then some of the subjects,
although the descriptors are estimators of the subjects' evaluations. In order to
understand why some of the subjects perform poorly with respect to the ground truth
and the descriptors perform so well compared to the subjects, we should note that
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the quantization of the automatically computed descriptors is by definition as
consistent to the ground truth as possible. On the other hand, the subject is free from
any such constraint. The subjects most often differ in their scales of activity. One
subject could be biased towards high activity or low activity when compared to the
average of the rest of the subjects. Figure 2.6 illustrates how the subjective errors with
respect to the ground truth are biased either towards +1 or -1 for almost each subject.
Such a slight shift in the subjective evaluations of a subject can add up to a
significant error in the total.
Figure 2.6 Histogram of each subject's errors with respect to the ground truth.
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2.5. Performance Analysis Using Pairwise Activity Comparison
2.5.1. 	 Limitations of the Average Error Analysis
The average error analysis shows the validity of the proposed descriptors as acceptable
estimators of the subjective level of activity. It also provides a ranking of these
descriptors based on average error. However, the. previous framework of analysis
based on derivation of a ground truth from 15 subjective evaluations and quantization
of the computed descriptors does not allow for a more precise and detailed
performance study than the average error computations. To explain this point, first
note that we need to make certain assumptions in order to overcome a number of
issues before we can obtain a unique subjective activity value and a quantized
descriptor for each clip:
• The subjective scale of activity for each subject (do they mean the same thing
when they say activity level 2?),
• The issue of selecting one single activity value when the subjects do not agree,
• The issue of comparing the continuous descriptors to the discrete 6 level ground
truth,
All these non-idealities limit us to using averaged error measures over the whole
data set to compare the various descriptors, rather than examine their validity on
individual clips. At the individual clip level, it is hard to assess the performance of a
descriptor by looking at the difference between the ground truth activity level and the
quantized computed descriptor. The former depends on each individual's subjective
labeling of the range of activity levels and on how we combine those individual
evaluations to obtain a single ground-truth value. The latter depends on how we
quantize the continuous range of the descriptor. Hence, although the aggregate
measures of performance have statistical significance and prove the validity of the
descriptors, this framework does not provide the precision for examining how the
descriptors perform in specific cases.
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Through our subjective observations, we know that the computed descriptors
sometimes give unacceptable and unnatural results in certain cases even though they
perform as good as human subjects in terms of average error. For example, most of
the motion vector based descriptors consistently overestimate activity level when there
is strong camera motion or when a moving object is in a close-up. We want to
investigate these limitations of the descriptors. To overcome the limitations of the
previous section's framework, and obtain a better understanding of individual
characteristics of the descriptors in individual cases, we propose a different framework
for performance analysis.
2.5.2. The Pairwise Comparison Method
In this section we propose a new framework based on the relative activity level of pairs
of video clips, rather than the absolute activity levels of individual clips. We define a
transitive 'greater than' relationship between video clips in terms of their motion
activity level. We consider whether the subjects agree on one clip having higher
activity than another, rather than their agreement on the absolute activity level of
those clips. For instance, let us assume that subjects A and B evaluate the video clip i
as having activity level 2 and 4, respectively. If they evaluate clip j as activity level 3
and 5, respectively, then they both agree that clip j has a higher activity level than clip
i. Then we can test if the computed descriptors agree with this assessment. In this
way, we do not need to resolve the conflict between different subjective activity scales,
and we do not need to devise a mapping from the continuous descriptor space to the
discrete subjective activity levels. The statement that clip i has a higher activity level
than clip j is more reliable than the statement that clip i has activity level 3.
It is well known that humans are much better at making comparative
judgements about stimuli rather than making absolute judgements. For example, a
human subject is much better at judging whether clip A has a higher activity level
than clip B, than at judging the absolute activity levels of clip A and clip B. Thus, one
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can design an experiment specifically based on side-by-side comparison of pairs of
clips. But, a pairwise comparison of 294 clips would require (294x293)/2=43071 pairs
to be viewed, which is infeasible. Even an experiment with 4000 pairs is not feasible.
Hence, this method provides a practical way of achieving similar results.
In our analysis, we define the "greater than" relationship as follows:
Definition: The activity level of clip i is greater than the activity level of clip j if
and only if all the subjects assign a higher activity level to clip i than they assign to
clip j.
We require unanimity for two reasons. First, we want the relationship to be
transitive, that is, if A > B and B > C, then A > C. If we define the 'greater than'
relationship based on the agreement of a subset of all subjects, than the transitivity is
not guaranteed.
The second reason is that, a single subject's opinion that A > B can be due to
human error due to failure in memory, consistency etc. Requiring total agreement of
all subjects guarantees a more reliable relationship. Although such a strong
requirement limits the number of video clip pairs where one is determined to have
higher activity than the other, the resulting number of pairs is sufficient for our
purposes (we get 4134 pairs where one is greater than the other). Furthermore, we are
not looking for a complete ordering of the test clips, but for a set of samples to
examine the failures of the descriptors.
We discard the subjects 14 and 15, based on their poor correlation with the rest
of the subjects as demonstrated in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.
2.5.3. 	 The Relationship Graph
Let the set of all possible pairs of video clips, S, from the set of 294 clips be
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Then, the relationship "ci>cj : ci has higher activity level than cj" is defined on a subset
of S where all the subjects 1 to 13 assign a higher activity level to one of the clips in
the pair than the other one. The set S has (294x293)/2=43071 members. We find that
the above relationship is defined on 4134 of these pairs, i.e. for 4134 pairs, one clip is
unanimously rated as higher activity than the other clip. Since the relationship is not
defined for all the pairs in S, we do not have a complete ordering of the 294 clips.
Rather, we have a number of ordered lists.
To further understand the topology of the resulting relationship structure, we
model the relationship as a directed graph. Each point in the 294 video-clip set is a
node, and a directed edge connects the nodes for which the relationship is defined.
Each directed edge originates from the node that is lower in activity. Hence the graph
has 294 nodes and 4134 edges. We want to examine the topology of this graph to have
an understanding of the relationship structure that emerges from our definition.
We find that most of the edges, 3173 out of 4134, belong to two-level trees. That
is, most of the sorted lists that we obtain from the "greater than" relationship have
only two elements as opposed to chaining such as A>B>C.... The rest of the sorted
lists have three elements, except for three of them that have four elements. Seventy-
seven of the nodes are exclusively originating nodes; i.e. they are never higher in
activity than any other clip. 138 of the nodes are exclusively terminating nodes; i.e.
they are never lower in activity than any other clip. Seventy-one of the nodes are both
originating and terminating nodes. Thus the relationship generates essentially a
3-level structure where a set of video clips is at the low end, a set in the middle and a
set at the high end. The overall topology of the graph is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Eight of the nodes have no defined relationship with any other node. A few of
these shots are examples of conflicting semantic context and the visual activity. Two of
them are goal-scoring scenes in soccer, but with little visual activity. Another is a slow
replay of a goal-scoring scene. Three of them are when there are a high number of
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randomly, but slowly moving small objects, such as wide-angle crowd scenes. Subjects
disagree whether a high number of independently moving objects is alone sufficient for
high activity perception. Finally, one is a strong zoom on a still scene. Here, some of
the subjects view the camera motion itself as the activity, while some others do not.
Figure 2.7 The relationship graph that illustrates the topology of the relationships
established between video clips in terms of their activity level by using the definition
given in the text. The clip at the originating end of a directed edge has a lower activity
level than the clip at the terminating end of that edge.
2.5.4. Pairwise Comparison Error Results
We have a set of 4134 ordered pairs as described above. In each pair of video clips, the
first one has a lower activity level than the second one according to the human
subjects. We find the number of pairs where the computed descriptors order the pairs
opposite to the way that the human subjects order them. Table 2.8 shows the total
number of such pairs, which is the error figure, for each of the descriptors.
The descriptor max2 (averaged over time) makes the fewest errors at about 5%.
The rest of the errors are between 7% and 10%, except for the max°, maxi and the
diff descriptors. Hence, the descriptors in general give a correct result for more than
90% of the 4134 pairs.
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Table 2.8 Number of pairs out of 4134, for which the descriptors fail. Percentage to
the total number of pairs is also computed. Error results for 9 descriptors with two
variations of each (for the segment activity computation) are shown.
Averaged over time Maximum over time
max/ 494 11.9% 651 15.7%
max2 218 5.3% 295 7.1%
var 318 7.7% 389 9.4%
max° 827 20.0% 1058 25.6%
mean0 318 7.7% 340 8.2%
mean/ 389 9.4% 398 9.6%
avg 416 10.1% 391 9.5%
median 337 8.2% 301 7.3%
diff 501 12.1% 503 12.2%
The max2 descriptor has the lowest error value in both the average error
analysis and in the current analysis. Also the descriptors var and mean° perform well
in this analysis as they did in the average analysis. maxi and max0, in contrast give
poor results in this analysis although they had low average errors. Another change
from the average error analysis is that the median, when the maximum over time is
used, performs as one of the best descriptors in the pairwise comparison analysis. We
group the descriptors into three according to their performance in this error analysis.
max2, var and mean° are the best performing descriptors in the pairwise comparison
analysis, as well as the average error analysis in Section 2.4. They have errors ranging
form 5% to 8%. The temporal maximum of the median descriptor is one of the best as
well. mean1 and avg are in the second group with 9% to 10% error. diff, maxi and
max° are in the last group with errors over 10%. This general grouping is in accord
with the average error analysis except for the max() and maxi descriptors,
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which perform worse than in the average analysis, and partly for the maximum of
median descriptor, which performs better than in the average analysis case.
2.5.5. 	 Individual Characteristics of the Descriptors
We examine the pairs of video clips where each descriptor fails in order to gain insight
into the individual characteristics of the descriptors.
Firstly, for 75 of the 4134 pairs, none of the descriptors give the correct
ordering. This set of 75 pairs where all the descriptors fail gives us an idea about the
general pitfalls of motion vector based descriptors. The pairs in this set mainly display
two properties:
1. A strong camera motion or an object in close-up that results in large
motion vectors, but not perceived as high activity (Figure 2.8).
2. Activities such as dancing figures, sports or light effects that are perceived
as high activity but do not result in large motion vectors because of a wide camera
angle or small object size (Figure 2.9).
Some of the descriptors are devised to overcome these effects, such as mean0-1,
var, diff and max0-2. In fact, they improve upon the trivial descriptors such as avg.
However, there still are cases where the heuristics do not suffice and a semantic
understanding of the content is necessary. Note that the two misleading factors
mentioned above not only affect motion vector based descriptors, but any descriptor
based on the change between consecutive frames as well.
We compared the diff descriptor to the avg descriptor to observe whether diff
improves on avg and filters out global and 'dull' motion as it is intended to. There are
102 pairs where diff gives the correct result and avg fails. However, there are 187
pairs where the opposite is true. The diff descriptor gives the correct result in certain
cases of camera pan, zoom or other global motion that are subjectively evaluated
lower-activity than dancing people, randomly moving objects as in special effects, etc.
But it fails when the camera motion actually is the source of perceived activity.
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For instance, in most sports video, camera motion is the real source of measured
activity since the players are in the distance and they do not contribute much to the
overall motion in the frame. On the other hand, the diff descriptor is higher when
there is a sudden change in the direction of the motion as in sudden hand gestures.
diff also seems to amplify the effect of spurious motion vectors on the activity measure
as an inherent part of differentiation. An illustration of where one can make use of the
properties of the diff descriptor is provided in [36].
We compared the failures of the two best performing descriptors, max2 and var.
max2 fails for 30 pairs where var gives the correct ordering, while var fails for 130
pairs where max2 works. When we examine the above 160 pairs we see that they are
very similar in characteristics to the 75 pairs where all the descriptors fail. Hence, we
conclude that, in general, almost all the descriptors that we tested are limited by
similar factors as described in the two points previously. They either overestimate the
activity level due to global motion or camera close-up; or they underestimate it due to
small object size or wide camera angle. Sometimes the semantics of the video affects
the perceived activity as in the case of some entertainment or sports programs, in
which case the computed descriptors usually underestimate the motion activity level.
The proposed descriptors are able to overcome these limitations in many cases, in
different degrees. For 4059 of the pairs out of the 4134 that we tested, there is at least
one descriptor that gives the correct result. Almost all the descriptors, when used
alone, give the correct result for more than 90% of the pairs. max2, var and mean° are
the ones that overcome the above-mentioned issues in most of the pairs.
We examined the correlation between the descriptors by finding the number of
common pairs for which they fail. We compare each descriptor to each of the rest and
find the number of video clip pairs for which both the descriptors fail. We divide this
number by the total number of video clip pairs for which either of the two descriptors
fails. We find that var has highest correlation with mean°, maxi and max2. max2 also
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has highest correlation with var and mean0. Thus, the best performing three
descriptors have similar characteristics. Note that var and mean0 are mathematically
similar as well. diff has high correlation with var, mean° and maxi, hinting at that it
performs similarly in problematic cases such as camera motion.
The median and the max° have little correlation with other descriptors. This
suggests that median can be a candidate to complement the other descriptors in
certain cases. In fact, when we look at the 22 video-clip pairs where only one
descriptor gives the correct ordering, we see that in half such cases, the median is the
descriptor that works.
Figure 2.8 Frames from two sample video clips where the motion vectors are very
large and the motion has large frame coverage, but the perceived activity level is low.
Figure 2.9 Frames from two sample video clips where the motion vectors are small or
cover a small area in the frame, but the perceived activity level is high.
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2.6. Conclusions
In this chapter, we established a subjective ground truth for motion activity and an
analytical framework for the performance of descriptors. We showed that the low-
complexity, motion vector based descriptors proposed in Section 2.3 are acceptable
estimators of motion activity. We analyzed the descriptors' performance and how they
compare to each other in terms of average error. This analysis also verifies in a sound
framework that the variance, which is a part of the working draft of the MPEG-7
standard, is one of the best performing descriptors for motion activity. We also showed
that the 10th percentile of motion vector magnitudes (max2) performs comparably or
better. max2 is a novel descriptor for motion activity and is the best performing
descriptor among the ones we tested. The average of motion vectors, which is a simple
way of estimating activity and commonly used by many researchers, provides an
acceptable estimation of motion activity as well.
In the second part of the analysis in Section 2.5, we introduced a novel
framework for comparison of the computed descriptors to the subjective data, which
eliminates many of the limitations of the average error analysis based on the absolute
ground-truth. This new framework is based on the relative activity level of pairs of
video clips, rather than the absolute activity levels of individual clips. We showed the
specific cases where the descriptors, all of which perform very well in the average
sense, contradict the common activity perception and give unacceptable results. These
cases are mainly characterized as either overestimating the activity level when there is
intense camera motion or camera close-up, or underestimating the activity level when
the active objects are small or in the distance. We showed, by comparing the
individual cases where the max, var, etc. descriptors work and the trivial ones such as
the avg descriptor fail, that the heuristics behind some of the descriptors to eliminate
these effects indeed improve the performance.
CHAPTER 3
DESCRIBING THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION ACTIVITY
USING BLOBS DESCRIPTOR
3.1. Introduction
In Chapter 1, we gave examples of how one might use the intensity of motion activity
descriptor in browsing applications. In certain contexts, the intensity of motion
activity can cluster semantically similar parts of a video sequence. For instance, in a
news video, almost all anchorperson shots are low-activity, whereas the outdoors news
footage is usually high-activity. However, since the intensity of activity is a single
global measure, it also lumps disparate shots together such as a slow moment in a
soccer game and an anchorperson shot since the overall intensity of action in both
cases is the same. Therefore, for more effective video browsing, we need to go beyond
the intensity of the activity to the other attributes of the activity such as the spatial
and temporal distribution of motion activity (Figure 3.1).
In this chapter we present a new descriptors for the spatial distribution of
motion activity in video sequences. We compare its performance to the spatial
Figure 3.1 Illustration of video browsing with and without descriptors of spatial
distribution of motion activity on the Spanish news program from the MPEG-7 test set.
The spatial descriptor used is the 4-bin blobs-histogram that is described in Section 3.4.
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distribution of motion activity descriptor in MPEG-7. This work not only provides an
assessment of the performance of the blob-based descriptor that we propose, but also
that of the MPEG-7 descriptor, which has not been tested on a subjective ground
truth before. We illustrate the use of the descriptors of the spatial distribution of
motion activity in video browsing applications as well.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide the
background and motivate our work. In Section 3.3, we describe the extraction and
matching procedure for the run-length-based descriptor of MPEG-7. The background
information provided in this section is referred to in the next section as well. In section
3.4, we describe the extraction and matching procedure for our moving region or
"blob"-based descriptor. In section 3.5, we describe the ground truth for this
descriptor, and a comparison of the performance of the two descriptors on the ground
truth. In section 3.6, we apply the proposed descriptor to video browsing and present
results. Finally, in section 3.7, we present our conclusions and possibilities for further
investigation.
3.2. Background and Motivation
Camera motion estimation techniques, object motion tracking techniques, and
aggregated motion vector histogram or statistics based techniques form the core of
past work in video indexing using motion characteristics [1][2][3][7][10][14][34][44].
The motion histogram based techniques are useful because they are computationally
simple, especially since they often rely on motion vector extraction in the compressed
domain. Such techniques rely on gross motion characteristics of the scene, unlike
other more sophisticated motion-based indexing techniques that rely on identification
of objects and their trajectories or other techniques based on detailed motion
characteristics.
The run-length-based descriptor used in [18] is a motion vector-based descriptor
used to characterize the aforementioned spatial distribution of motion activity
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in a scene. Run-lengths of low- or no-activity scan-lines in the motion vector matrix
are used to provide a gross description of the spatial distribution of motion activity.
Run-lengths are easy to compute and give reasonable results [48]. This descriptor is
part of the MPEG-7 standard as well. We describe the details of the computation of the
run-length-based descriptor in the following section. Many issues and implementation
steps common to both the run-length descriptor and the blob-based descriptor that we
will describe later are first introduced in that section while explaining the run-length
based descriptor.
3.3. Run-Length Based Descriptor
This section describes the run-length-based descriptor for spatial distribution of
motion activity that is included in the MPEG-7 standard and presented in [18]. The
descriptor is based on classifying runs of lower activity macro-blocks in an MPEG
encoded frame into short, medium and long run-lengths. First, we describe the
descriptor for a frame. Then, we list several ways of computing the descriptor for a
video segment or shot. Finally, we present the matching procedures.
3.3.1. The Descriptor for a Frame
With compressed video, it is easy to extract the motion vectors from the compressed
bit-stream. With uncompressed video, we could either use compression to get the
motion vectors or directly compute the underlying motion field using well-known
estimation techniques. It is well known that block-based motion vector fields have a
strong correlation with the true motion in a video segment. Thus, the magnitude of the
motion vector associated with a block is an indication of the speed of the objects that
constitute the block. For example, when the camera tracks the ball in a soccer video,
most of the macro-blocks have high magnitude motion vectors. On the other hand,
during an interruption in play there is much less motion and thus only a few scattered
macro-blocks have non-zero magnitude motion vectors. Hence, the motion vector
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magnitude of a macro-block is a crude measure of the intensity of its motion activity.
An "activity matrix" consisting of motion vector magnitudes corresponding to each
macro-block is thus constructed as follows:
where (xi,j,yi,j) is the motion vector associated with the (i,j)th block. For Intra-coded
blocks, R(i, j) =0.
For simplicity, extraction of motion vectors is confined to "P-frames", i.e.
exclusively forward predicted motion compensated frames, and B-frames
(bi-directionally motion compensated frames) are not used.
If there is a large moving region in the middle of the frame, there is a
corresponding large group of non-zero motion vector magnitudes in the activity
matrix. If there are several small moving regions, there are scattered non-zero
elements in the activity matrix. The size and number of the non-zero regions in the
activity matrix is an indication of the size and number of the moving regions in the
frame. In other words, the activity matrix itself expresses the spatial distribution of the
motion activity. However, it is evidently too bulky to be used as a descriptor. For
example, with MPEG-1 content we can get a 15x20 matrix. It is thus the objective of
an efficient descriptor to capture the sparseness of the activity matrix in a compact
way. Video scenes typically consist of a background against which objects move in the
foreground. Since the background need not necessarily be stationary, we cannot use
zero motion vector magnitude to exclusively indicate whether a macro-block is part of
the background or not. The average motion vector magnitude is the next most logical
choice as a threshold to divide the macro-blocks into two categories - higher motion
and lower motion. The average motion vector magnitude per macro-block of the
frame/object Cavg mv is given by:
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All the motion vector magnitudes that fall below the average are set to zero by
using Cavg mv as a threshold on Cm„ to obtain the matrix Cthmv:
A single large moving region would thus give rise to a few small patches of
zeroes while a few small moving regions would give rise to large swathes of zeroes in
the thresholded activity matrix. In other words, the size and number of the patches of
zeroes is an indication of the spatial distribution of the motion activity. To capture the
size and number of the moving regions and thus the spatial distribution of the motion
activity, the activity matrix is scanned in raster scan order to detect unbroken
sequences or runs of zeroes. With small patches of zeroes, the lengths of such runs
are small while with large patches of zeroes the lengths of such runs are large. Thus,
the number and length of the runs is an indication of the size and number of the
moving regions in the frame. To maintain the compactness of the descriptor and to
eliminate spurious discrimination, lengths of the runs are quantized into three
Figure 3.2. Illustration of run-lengths in cases of large moving regions and small
moving regions.
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categories (small, medium, and large), and thus result in a three-bin histogram. We
illustrate the preceding discussion on the run-lengths in Figure 3.2. The computation
of the run-length histogram is as follows:
Let the frame width be w, the length of the run be lr, Nsr be the number of short
run-lengths, Nmr be the number of medium run-lengths and Nlr be the number of long
run-lengths. Then we classify the run-length lr and suitably increment the histogram
as below, and repeat the procedure for all the runs of zeroes in the thresholded
matrix.
The descriptor structure thus consists of Nsr, Nmr, Nlr  A favorable consequence
of the quantization is that the descriptor becomes robust to small translations, and
small rotations of the moving regions. Note that the raster scan makes the descriptor
vulnerable to larger translations and rotations by definition.
Note that the descriptor indirectly expresses the number and size of distinct
moving objects in the frame and their distribution across the frame. For a frame with
a single large object such as a talking head, the number of short run-lengths is high,
whereas for a frame with very few small objects such as an aerial shot of a highway
with only a couple of cars, the number of short run-lengths is lower. Note that for
frames with many small objects such as an aerial shot of a soccer game, the number
of short run-lengths is actually higher than it is for talking heads. The reason is that
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a number of short runs are formed between the moving regions, which does not
happen when there is just one large moving region. We give the run-length-based
descriptor computed for three typical video segments in Table 3.1. Note that while the
talking head segments have a large number of short runs, the sports segments have
even more short runs. The talking head segments have more long runs on the average
because a large unbroken part of the frame is still which is not necessarily the case
with sports segments. The talking head segments have more medium run-lengths
than do the sports segments. The walking people segments have the greatest number
of short runs, since medium sized moving regions allow formation of short runs
between them as mentioned earlier. The medium sized moving regions of the walking
people segments also prevent formation of long runs as can be seen in the table.
Table 3.1. The run-length based descriptor computed for the query segments
illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Short
Run-Length
Medium
Run-Length
Long
Run-Length
Segment T21 36.7 10.6 1.8
Segment W4 48.9 6.9 0.4
Segment S11 41.8 5.3 1.4
3.3.2. The Descriptor for a Shot
The descriptor for a shot has to be calculated using the descriptors of its constituent
frames computed as described in the previous section. Non-homogeneous shots
present the biggest challenge since they do not lend themselves to simple integration
of frame descriptors. An example of a heterogeneous shot is a soccer video segment in
which a player takes the ball all by himself from his half into the opposing half and is
then tackled by several players. Here the number of players in the frame increases
when the player is about to be tackled, and thus although the shot is still the same,
the spatial distribution of activity is not uniform across the shot. Approaches to
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computing the descriptor of a shot from the descriptors of its frames such as
computing averages, computing medians, computing intersections etc. have been
reported in the literature [1]. However, depending on the specific purpose and
complexity constraints, one of the following methods can be chosen:
1. Compute the average value of each of the fields of the descriptor viz.
Nsr,Nmr,Nlr.
 
The shot descriptor then consists of the average value of each field. This
procedure is best used with shots that are homogeneous since it alleviates noise by
smoothing out small variations
2. Compute the descriptors of all the P-frames in the shot. Get the average
motion vector magnitude per macro-block on motion vectors for the entire shot. Use
the frame with Cavg closest to this average. This procedure is a computationally
simplified version of method 1. 	
3. Find the Cavg for each P-frame in the shot. Find the median of the C avg over
all the P-frames and let the frame number of the median be n. Then use the descriptor
of frame n as the shot descriptor. This procedure is preferable when the shot is not
homogeneous but dominated strongly by one kind of frame. In that case, the median
helps locate a good representative of the dominant category of frames.
4. Choose a P-frame at random from the shot and use its descriptor as the
shot descriptor. This procedure obviously works best when the shot is homogeneous.
Its computational simplicity is its strength.
We have used procedure 1 for our ground truth experiments.
3.3.3. 	 Using the Descriptor for Matching
Two different search procedures are specified for the descriptor. The first procedure is
as follows:
Let the query shot be Sa and the test shot be S, then the "distance" D(S, Sa)
between S and Sa is computed as follows:
The second procedure is a "cascaded" search in which one descriptor feature is
used at a time and the search is successively refined with the other features. The
cascaded procedure is slower but sometimes gives slightly higher accuracy.
3.4. Region Based Descriptor
The run-length-based descriptor described in the previous section indirectly captures
the size and number of the moving regions in the frame. Furthermore, it is vulnerable
to rotation, translation etc. Such shortcomings motivate us to examine direct
expression of the size and number of the moving regions, by measuring the size of the
non-zero regions in the thresholded matrix Cth mv(i, j) as defined in the previous section.
3.4.1. 	 Computation of the Descriptor
The size of a region of the thresholded matrix is defined as the number of elements in
the region. We quantize the areas into bins and compute a histogram of region areas.
In this case, a single large moving region will give rise to a histogram dominated by
large areas, while several small moving regions would result in a histogram dominated
by small areas. The underlying intuition is therefore the same as that of the previous
section. The details of the extraction are as follows:
1. Compute Cth mv(i, j) as in the previous section.
2. Compute areas of connected regions of non-zero values in the above
matrix.
3. Compute a histogram, Hi, of blob areas for each P-frame.
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The descriptor for the video segment is computed from P-frame histograms
computed in step 3,
where Hi is the ith P-frame of the segment. We use the averaging operation for ƒ(), but
some other function such as max() or median() can also be used.
Our histogram bin threshold computation is based on the intuition that blob-
areas that are a small percentage greater or less than a "central" blob area belong in
the same quantization bin. This requires the bin widths to be non-uniform as the
following discussion shows. First of all, let us define similarity of areas in terms of
ratios. For example, if a blob of area 10 is similar to areas up to 12, then a blob of
area 100 is similar to sizes up to 120, not 102. Hence our similarity criterion, for given
area measures a and x and a threshold value t, is,
If we assume that a is the center of a bin, then the bin should extend from
(a-ta) to (a+ta) so that it would include all the areas that are similar to a. Let the next
bin be centered at b. Then it would similarly extend from (b-tb) to (b+tb). (See Figure
3.3). Then we have,
as the equation that relates two consecutive bin centers. For the nth bin center bn, we
have,
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Figure 3.3 Two consecutive bin boundaries and bin centers for a histogram that
assumes similarity is based on ratios.
Hence, the bin boundaries (bn ± t bn ) are exponential in the bin indices, and the
widths of the bins are proportional to the bin center. However, there is one point to
note: if we want to start our bins from 0, we have to set t=1. Or, alternatively, if we
extend our histogram towards the zero point, the bins get infinitely narrower as the
bin center approaches zero. We thus make the following adjustments to our bin
threshold computation
We start our histogram from an area value greater than zero, and throw away all
blobs that have smaller areas. This is more importantly supported by our observation
that most of the small area blobs (less than 5 to 8 macroblocks) are due to noise.
When the above exponential model is followed, the lower end of the histogram
gets too high resolution for practical purposes. Hence, at the lower end of the
histogram, we make the first few bins uniform in width.
We follow the above exponential principle, also considering the observations
mentioned. Hence, we use a 10-bin histogram with bin boundaries (normalized w.r.t.
the frame area): (1/80, 1/40, 2/40, 3/40, 4/40, 7/40, 'A, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, 1), which is
obtained by rounding an exponential histogram, and merging two bins at the lower
end so as to have uniform width bins in that range.
We also constructed a 4-bin histogram. As the quantization becomes coarser, we
need to make sure that our histogram boundaries align with semantically meaningful
ranges of areas. This way, we want to guarantee that each bin captures a semantically
meaningful characteristic of the spatial distribution, and meaningful ranges of blob
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sizes are not divided between two bins. We define our four semantic classes as small,
medium, large and very large (also called camera size, since it occurs mostly do to
global motion) size blobs. We fine tune the exponential rule based histogram, based on
our observation of ranges of blob sizes characteristic to content types such as talking
heads, sports, or group of moving objects. The 4-bin histogram that we use has the
boundary values: (1/50, 3/24, 4/12, 7/12, 1).
For illustration purposes, we can divide a frame into a 3x4 grid (12 cells) and
express the sizes in terms of these cells (Figure 3.4). Then a small blob is between 'A
to 1.5 cells, a medium blob is between 1.5 cells to 4 cells, a large blob is between 4
cells to 7 cells, and a camera blob is larger than 7 cells.
Figure 3.4 Average blob sizes for the four-bin blob-histogram descriptor.
The dynamic range of the bins in the histogram varies significantly from bin to
bin due to the fact that the maximum number of small blobs and the maximum
number of large blobs that can occur in a video segment are different, and inversely
proportional to their areas. We scale each bin by a factor proportional to the area of
blobs in that bin, so as to avoid more numerous but smaller moving regions from
dominating the fewer but larger moving regions. The scaling of the bins significantly
affects the distance between two feature vectors, hence it is an important factor in the
performance of the descriptor. We use the lower limits of bins as the scaling factors.
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For the 4-bin histogram, we use the scaling factors (10, 70, 150, 250), which gives a
more balanced histogram, which are larger than the lower limits (8, 50, 130, 220) for
the 4-bin histogram for a 18x22 macroblock frame.
We average individual histograms from P-frames over the whole video segment.
In order to get the final normalized descriptor, we divide each bin by the average of the
histogram and round. Note that dividing by the average of the bins normalizes the
descriptor with respect to segment length also. Then we use the square root operation
as a compander on bin values, to emphasize existence of certain size blobs in the
video segment rather than the absolute number of those blobs. The descriptor
structure thus consists of the processed histogram Hshot , i=1..Nbins. Table 3.2
illustrates the computation steps of the blobs-based descriptor for three sample video
segments.
Table 3.2. The 4-bin blobs-based descriptor computed for the query segments
illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Small
Blobs
Medium
Blobs
Large
Blobs
Camera
Blobs
Segment T21
(Activity = 2)
Segment Histogram 145 51 8 0
Scaled 1450 3570 1200 0
Normalized 1.4 2 1 0
Segment W4
(Activity = 23)
Segment Histogram 43 28 16 9
Scaled 430 1960 2400 2250
Normalized 0 1.4 1.4 1.4
Segment S11 Segment Histogram 147 33 50 96
(Activity = 15) Scaled 1470 2310 7500 24000
Normalized 0 0 1 2
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3.4.2. Using the Descriptor for Matching
When the number of bins in the histogram, Nbins, is large, we use a weighted,
correlation-like comparison procedure for matching descriptor values. Since the blob
areas do not need to match exactly for an acceptable match, we consider the distance
between one-shifted versions of the histograms as well. However, the distances
computed using the shifted versions are multiplied by a factor w > 1 to favor exact
position matches. Accordingly, we compute 3 distances, two using shifted versions of
the histograms. Finally, we choose the one that gives the best match. To demonstrate
the method, let the two histograms be H1 and H2, then
where w > 1 is a penalty factor for a shifted histogram match.
Note that, when the histogram has already a low resolution with 4-bins only,
namely small, medium, large and camera blobs, we do not need the above distance
measure. Therefore in our experiments we did not use it with the 4-bin histogram.
3.5. Experimental Procedure and Results
Testing of motion activity descriptors poses challenges in both the selection of test
input data and experimental procedure, because of the absence of established test
data sets and experimental procedures. We have therefore had to create our own data
set and experimental procedure. In this section, we first describe the construction of
the ground truth, which consists of 97 shots grouped into three categories of spatial
distribution of motion activity. We then describe our experimental procedure, which
consists of classification of the ground truth shots using both of the presented
descriptors and their variations. The underlying motivation is that the accuracy of the
classification enabled by the descriptor is a direct measure of the effectiveness of the
descriptor. Finally, we present and discuss the experimental results.
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3.5.1. 	 Construction of the Ground Truth
We constructed a ground truth on which to test our descriptors. While video shots
consist of diverse material, we decided to restrict the size of the ground truth set to
make the experiment manageable. Moreover, the presented descriptors are coarse
descriptors that cannot be expected to provide a fine classification of video content.
The ground truth therefore consists of three categories of video shots:
Category 1 (T): One large, dominant moving region - Mostly "talking heads."
Category 2 (W): Two to Five significant moving regions - Mostly walking people.
Category 3 (S): Many small moving regions - Mostly sports. Distant soccer or
basketball shots, etc.
Figure 3.5 Examples of the tnree ground-truth categories ana retrieval results using
the blobs-based descriptor.
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We chose 97 short (about one second long), homogeneous video clips manually
culled from the MPEG-7 video test-set for our ground truth. We subjectively classified
97 segments into the above three categories using two of the authors as subjects. We
illustrate the three categories in Figure 3.5. It is important to note that while the
ground truth enables the comparison of descriptors, it is subjective and hence there is
some small overlap between the categories.
3.5.2. Experiments with Descriptors on Ground Truth
The ground truth enables numerical evaluation and comparison of the two, presented
descriptors and their variations. While several metrics have been proposed to carry
out such tests, we chose to use a procedure that combines a "bull's eye" approach
with a "hard" classification. Our test consisted of the following steps:
1. Compute the descriptors of all the clips in the set.
For the run-length descriptor, we averaged the frame descriptors to get the
segment descriptor, according to the 3rd method in Section 3.3. For the region-based
descriptor, we computed 4-bin and 10-bin histograms as described in Section 3.4. For
the 10-bin histogram we used two different normalization procedures: The Norm 1
descriptor is normalized as described in Section 3.4, i.e. the histogram is divided by
the average of the bins. The bins 1 to 8 of the Norm2 descriptor are divided by the
average of the bins 1 to 8. The last two bins are divided by the average of all bins. In
this way, we avoid the affect of camera blobs on the normalization of the rest of the
histogram. Note that this affects the weighting of histogram bins such that, large
values in the last bins won't dominate the rest of the histogram. For all of the region-
based histograms, we used the sum of absolute differences as the distance measure.
2. For each segment, find the top 20 matching clips.
3. Find the number of T's (nt), number of W's (nw), and number of S's (ns) in
the 20 clips from step 2.
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4. Normalize each of the above three numbers by the total number of T's, W's,
and S's in the ground truth set. We have 38 T's, 24 W's, and 25 S's in our set.
5. Find the greatest of nt, nw, and ns.
The segment is then assigned to the category corresponding to the greatest
number from step 4. Note that this category need not necessarily be consistent with
the segment's classification in the ground truth.
We also averaged the number of correct matches over each category, so as to get
a "softer" assessment of the performance of the descriptors.
While it is the results with the descriptors used by themselves that provide the
fairest comparison, in practice they are often used in combination with intensity of
motion activity. Therefore, we performed the above test with each descriptor by itself
first, and then with the descriptor in combination with the average motion vector
magnitude. We did so, because the average motion vector magnitude works
reasonably as a measure of the intensity of motion activity, and is simple to compute
[36].
3.5.3. Results of Comparison of Proposed Descriptors
Classification Results. We present the hard classification results in Tables 3.3 and
3.4. The first three rows of the Table 3.3 show how many of the 38 T clips are
classified as T, W, and S, using each of the two descriptors and variations. The other
rows give the results for the W and S categories similarly. Table 3.4 is a summary of
Table 3.3 and shows the number of correct classifications in each category. Note that
the descriptors do well even when used as hard classifiers. They certainly exceed the
performance that a random selection of matches would provide, since their hit rate in
each category exceeds the proportion of the category, in the database. They are best at
detecting "talking heads" and worst at detecting "walking people." The "walking
people" category is in a sense in between the "talking heads" and "wide-angle sports"
category in terms of the spatial characteristics of motion activity. We observed that
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Table 3.3 For each of the ground-truth categories T, W, and S, the number of clips
classified by the descriptors as T, W, and S.
Ground- 4-bin Run 10-bin 10-bin
Truth
Categories
Blobs +
Intensity
of Activity
Length +
Intensity
of Activity
Run
Length
4-bin
Blobs Blobs,Norm 1
Blobs,
Norm2
T T 38 T 36 T 28 T 35 T 33 T 32
W 0 W 2 W 7 W 2 W 4 W 5
S 0 S 0 S 3 S 1 S 1 S 1
W T 5 T 7 T 7 T 11 T 8 T 6
13 W 13 W 14 W. 5 W 8 W 14
6S 4 S 3S 8 S 8 S 4
S T 10 T 13 T 6 T 9 T 9 T 8
9 W 9 W 9 W 6 W 5 W 10
16 S  13 S 20 S 20 S 21 S 17
Table 3.4 Number of correct matches for each category (T, W, S), and the total
number of correct matches, given for 8 descriptors.
Ground-
Truth
Categories
4-bin
Blobs +
Activity
Run
Length +
Activity
Run
Length
4-bin
Blobs Norm2
10-bin
Blobs,
Norm 1
10bin
Blobs,
T 38 36 28 35 33 32
W 13 13 14 5 8 14
S 16 13 20 20 21 17
Total
Correct: 67 62
62 60 62 63
the blob descriptor is more prone to aliasing between the "W" category and the others,
because mid-size blobs that are characteristic of the "W" category can get connected
and give rise to a single, big blob. Note that the 10-bin blob descriptor improves upon
the retrieval of walking people with the Norm2 similarity measure over the Norm 1
similarity measure at the expense of the retrieval performance for sports. The results
indicate that there is a trade-off between the retrieval performance with these two
categories. The Norm2 similarity tries to avoid the dominance of the camera size blob
bins in the distance measure, so that the classification is not primarily determined by
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the existence or missing of camera motion, which are characteristics of S and T
categories, respectively. Note that every descriptor improves in retrieval performance
when combined with the intensity of motion activity, with an exception. Interestingly,
the sports category actually suffers a dip when the combination is used. The reason is
that the sports clips chosen for the ground truth set are mostly low intensity
sequences. Since the talking head clips are all low intensity clips, it is natural that
some of them cross over into the retrieved shot set when the spatial descriptor is
combined with the intensity of motion activity.
Comparison of the Descriptors. We note that all the descriptors perform about the
same, with the proposed 4-bin histogram blob-based descriptor used with motion
activity ( ) being a very slight winner over the run-length based descriptor with
activity. When used without motion activity, the run-length descriptor is slightly better
than 4-bin blob-based descriptor, but the 10-bin blob-based descriptor is slightly
better than the run-length descriptor. Note that the blob-based descriptors perform
slightly better with talking heads but worse with the W category. The blob-based
descriptor detects camera motion such as pans very well because panning generates a
huge moving region that covers the entire frame. We looked at the blob and run-length
pattern, and found that the run-lengths are less prone to noise than the blob-based
descriptor, because the impact of a noise induced spurious splitting or merging of a
moving region has a much stronger impact than a noise induced elongation or
shortening of a run-length.
The average number of correct matches for a retrieval of 20 segments is given for
each category in Table 3.5. For a fair comparison of the number of matches from each
category, Table 3.5 also provides the number of matches from each category
normalized by the total number of segments in the test-set from that category. Note
that the results in Table 3.5 are consistent with the results in Table 3.4, since they
also show that all the descriptors are about the same in performance, and that their
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Table 3.5 Average number of matches from categories T, W and S, for each of the cases
where the query segment is from the categories T, W and S. The number of matches
from each category are normalized by the number of clips in the data-set that belong to
the respective category so as to remove the bias due to unequal representation in the
data-set. Note that if the retrieval were purely random, average number of matches from
categories T, W and S would be 7.8, 4.9 and 7.2, respectively, leading to normalized
numbers of 0.2, 0.2 and 0.2 respectively. It is clear then that all the descriptors
significantly outperform random retrieval.
Query Clip Category: Category T
(38 Clips)
Category W
(24 Clips)
Category S
35 Clips)
Matched Category:
4.04
0.11
7.88
0.33
9.08
0.26
5.94
0.16
5.60
0.23
9.46
0.27
4-bin 	 Average
Blobs + 	 Matches
Activity
	 Normalized
17.13
0.45
1.58
0.07
2.29
0.07
Run
Length +
Activity
Average
Matches
Normalized
15.50
0.41
1.82
0.08
3.68
0.11
5.38
0.14
8.08
0.34
6.67
0.19
6.63
0.17
5.63
0.23
8.74
0.25
4-bin
Blobs
Average
Matches
Normalized
12.87
0.34
4.42
0.18
3.71
0.11
6.83
0.18
6.17
0.26
8.00
0.23
4.91
0.13
6.26
0.26
9.83
0.28
Run
Length
Average
Matches
Normalized
10.53
0.28
4.24
0.18
6.24
0.18
5.00
0.13
7.88
0.33
7.25
0.21
5.17
0.14
5.40
0.23
10. 43
0.30
10-bin
Blobs,Norm1
Average
Matches
Normalized
13.47
0.35
4.21
0.18
3.32
0.09
7.54
0.20
5.96
0.25
7.50
0.21
4.89
0.13
5.11
0.21
11.00
0.31
10bin
Blobs,
Norm2
Average
Matches
Normalized
13.03
0.34
4.74
0.20
3.24
0.09
7.54
0.20
6.96
0.29
6.50
0.19
5.63
0.15
5.74
0.24
9.63
0.28
performance is best with talking heads. Furthermore, even in the other categories, the
classification exceeds that of purely random retrieval. We make the comparison with
random retrieval because it provides an obvious benchmark. Moreover, the two
descriptors are extremely compact and are extracted from low resolution and
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somewhat noisy data. Hence, we do not expect the retrieval to be highly accurate. We
expect the retrieval to work more as an initial filter that reduces the data so that
subsequent higher accuracy and presumably more complex descriptors have less data
to process.
In short, the descriptors are comparable in performance. However, the run-
length based descriptor is easier to compute and hence is better for low-complexity
applications.
3.6. Application to Video Browsing
We used the run-length and blob-based descriptors in browsing of MPEG-1 video
sequences from the MPEG-7 test set [16]. Note that real-life video programs do not
have the crisply classified segments that we have in the ground truth set described
earlier. Therefore, the descriptor performance is unlikely to be the same as that with
the ground truth data set.
Figure 3.6 In this example of news video browsing with motion activity, we look for
other head-and-shoulders segments in the subsequent thirty minutes of the program.
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We extracted the motion activity feature vectors as defined earlier from the
motion vectors of the P-frame. We averaged the descriptors over every 10 P-frame so
as to avoid the computational expense of shot segmentation. Instead, we assumed
that the averaged descriptors for every 10 P-frame describes about a second of video.
Note that this assumption fails wherever there is a scene change, but we assume that
in an interactive browsing system, such incorrectly segmented shots would be weeded
out by the human user. For example, with the 47 minute long Portuguese news
program jornaldanoite1.mpg from the MPEG-7 test-set, we got 1903 descriptors at the
end of the above process, that are spaced about 1.5 sec apart.
We illustrate some examples of retrieval in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. We found that
our descriptor enables semantic shot classification and matching within a program.
Our experiments with the test content indicate that our descriptor is able to match
shots with similar spatio-temporal activity. If within the same program, the semantic
classes are widely separated in terms of intensity and distribution of spatio-temporal
activity, our descriptor performs well. While sports and news are good examples of
such content, we found that the other content also lends itself to such indexing.
Figure 3.7 Example of news video browsing using a soccer segment as the query
segment.
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Dramatic content such as sitcoms presents a problem because its semantic categories
are not widely spaced in spatio-temporal characteristics.
Matching across programs is feasible though slightly less successful than
matching within programs. We think that the difference in noise levels of content
slightly affects the accuracy of the matching across programs. Moreover, within a
program the descriptors for frames are within a semantic context and hence give
semantic matches. Across programs, the matching procedure makes more of a non-
semantic low level match. For instance, if we try to match across a mixture of a quiz
show, drama and the basketball game, the quiz show gets overwhelmed by matches
from the drama, which is correct in the non-semantic sense since it is the spatio-
temporal characteristics that are being directly measured. Since the basketball game
is much higher in intensity of activity, it is not affected by the quiz or the drama. The
purpose of our descriptor is to provide a simple initial classification of the program so
a subsequent classification could be made by a complementary descriptor such as
color, or by a more sophisticated descriptor of motion [13].
We have concentrated on MPEG-1 bit-rates since our target application is multi-
media databases in which the minimum expected quality is high. We have also
therefore used full frame rates i.e. 30 (or 25) frames per second. The moving region
based descriptors are independent of frame-size and frame-rate by definition.
While our descriptor is effective in indexing within and across programs, since it
is a low-level descriptor that is easy to extract and match, it would be best used in
combination with other descriptors for video indexing. We are able to extract features
for an hour of MPEG-1 content in about fifteen minutes on a 333 MHz PC with non-
optimized code. Since we use only four parameters and absolute distance, the
matching complexity is also low. Note that our technique is applicable to optical flow
fields as well.
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3.7. Concluding Remarks
We presented a new descriptor for spatial distribution of activity. Since the feature
extraction is in the compressed domain and simple, it is extremely fast.
The descriptor is compact. We tested both the proposed blob-based descriptor and the
run-length based descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard on a test set that consists of
video clips clustered into three groups based on spatial properties. We showed that
the proposed descriptor is comparable in performance to the current MPEG-7
descriptor, giving better results in some cases. We successfully used both descriptors
of spatial distribution of motion activity for browsing on video sequences from the
MPEG-7 test content set. We found that the spatial distribution of motion activity
descriptors enable fast and accurate indexing of video. They are robust to noise and
changes in encoding parameters such as frame size, frame rate, encoding bit rate,
encoding format etc. They are low-level descriptors that facilitate semantic matches
within the same program, and are thus very suitable for applications such as video
program browsing.
CHAPTER 4
VIDEO SUMMARIZATION USING MOTION ACTIVITY
4.1. Introduction
Video abstraction can be defined as the creation of a compact representation of a video
sequence [29]. Past work on video abstraction [1][7][55][56] has mostly focussed on
using still-image based features, particularly color histograms, for video abstraction.
Pfeiffer et al [43] have used color, motion and other features together to extract
highlights from video sequences. In [15], it is shown that the intensity of motion
activity is strongly correlated with change in color characteristics. Thus, one can use
motion information to summarize video by either using it as a substitute for color
information or in a fast pre-processing stage that greatly reduces the data processed
by color-based summarization technique. The pre-processing stage consists of
identification of nearly still or very low action segments using the intensity of motion
activity. The subsequent color-based processing needs to then operate only on the
remaining content since a low activity segment can be summarized easily, by
randomly choosing an excerpt from it. In this chapter, we propose a motion activity
based temporal sub-sampling and playback speed modification algorithm for video
summarization that is applicable to the entire video sequence.
4.1.1. 	 Background
Previous work on video summarization includes [1][7][15][29][43][55][56]. It has mostly
emphasized clustering based on color features, since color features are easy to extract
and robust to noise. The summary itself consists of either a summary of the entire
sequence or a set of interesting segments of the sequence or highlights. The steps
taken are typically as follows:
1. Cluster the sequence frames in color feature space.
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2. Possibly arrange the clusters in easy to access structures such as
hierarchical structures.
3. Extract a Key frame or a key sequence from each of the clusters.
4. The set of all the key-frames/sequences comprises the summary.
Often the original sequence is segmented into shots or scenes and steps 1-4 are
carried out on each shot.
While color descriptors are robust, by definition they do not include the motion
characteristics of the video sequence. However, motion descriptors tend to be not as
robust to noise as color descriptors and have not been as widely used for
summarization. In previous chapters, we have examined using motion features derived
from compressed domain motion vectors to gauge the motion activity and the spatial
distribution of motion activity in video shots. Such descriptors have been successful in
video browsing applications by filtering out all the high action shots for example, or by
locating all talking heads. We are thus motivated to apply such motion descriptors to
video summarization.
4.1.2. Motion Activity Descriptor as a Measure of Summarizability
Since high or low action is in fact a measure of how much a video scene is changing,
we hypothesize that it is a measure of the "summarizability" of the video scene [15].
For instance, a high speed car chase will certainly have many more "changes" in it
compared to say a news-anchor shot, and thus the high speed car chase will require
more resources for a visual summary than would a news-anchor shot.
Our experimental results in a previous work [15] showed that there is a strong
correlation between intensity of motion activity and change in color characteristics
from frame to frame (Figure 4.1). We thus proposed an algorithm to speed up existing
color-based summarization by confining color-based key frame extraction to difficult
to summarize segments of the video by identifying the easy to summarize video
segments using the intensity of motion activity. The "easy to summarize" video
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segments are so termed because they can be summarized by any constituent frame or
segment chosen at random.
Figure 4.1 Activity vs. the change in color characteristics in "jornaldanotie 1" and
"news 1" news sequences from the MPEG-7 test-set.
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4.1.3. Constant Pace Video Skimming
A video summary is a means to get an understanding of the contents of a video
sequence in a shorter time than that is required to view the whole sequence. In that
sense, a brute force way of summarizing video is to play it back at a faster than
normal speed. Note that it can also be viewed as uniform temporal sub-sampling.
Such a fast playback has the undesirable effect of speeding up all the portions of the
video equally, thus making the high motion parts difficult to view, while not speeding
up the low motion parts sufficiently. This suggests that a more useful approach to fast
playback would be to play back the video at a speed that provides a viewable and
constant level of motion activity. Thus, the low activity segments would have to be
speeded up considerably to meet the required level of motion activity, while the high
activity segments would need significantly less speeding up if at all. In other words, we
would speed up the slow parts more than we would the fast parts. This can be viewed
as adaptive playback speed variation based on motion activity, or activity-normalized
playback.
In the following section, we elaborate on the concept of varying playback speed,
or equivalently the sub-sampling rate, proportional to the motion activity leve1. After
laying out the conceptual foundation, we describe the implementation techniques
using playback speed modification and temporal sub-sampling. In Section 4.2.2, we
explain the guaranteed minimum activity approach, which is a modified version of the
constant activity level approach and has certain practical advantages. A fast
implementation of this approach is described as well. In Seciton 4.2.3 we discuss the
limitations on how fast a video can be played back, or down-sampled. As the summary
length gets shorter, a slide show or a storyboard type of summary can be preferable,
and the motion activity-based sub-sampling can be used as a fast preprocessing step
that greatly reduces the data size. In Section 4.3, we then illustrate the applications
with examples. Note that the adaptive playback speed or the adaptive sub-sampling
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framework can be applied to other "interest" parameters associated with video
segments. For instance, video playback can be speeded up when there is no human
face in the scene and slowed down otherwise. We present our conclusions in the final
section.
4.2. Motion Activity Based Playback and Temporal Sub-sampling of Video
We mentioned in the previous section that when a video is played back at a higher
speed, a viewer probably would not be able to follow some parts while some parts
would be still too slow. We assume that a viewer can view video segments with
acceptable comprehension only up to a certain activity level. At higher activity levels,
the viewer cannot follow the action, and lower activity levels do not make full use of
the visual and cognitive power of the viewer. Playing back video at a higher speed than
the normal rate increases the perceived activity leve1. Furthermore, if we assume a
measure of motion activity based on the avg, max, or var descriptors defined in
Chapter 2, then the motion activity level changes linearly with the playback speed.
Thus, we can play each video segment at a speed inversely proportional to its motion
activity level so as to bring its perceived activity level to a desired value. Then we
would be making the maximum use of the processing power of a viewer by presenting
video at the maximum allowed activity level throughout, by varying the playback
speed according to the activity level of each segment. Hence, such a constant activity
level or constant pace playback allows viewing of a video sequence in the shortest
possible time without exceeding the visual and cognitive processing capacity of the
viewer. Note that the discussion here based on varying playback speed is applicable
when adaptive temporal sub-sampling is used to vary the time allocated for a certain
segment of video based on its motion activity leve1.
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4.2.1. Constant Activity Level Video
Formulation. In this sub-section, we develop a formulation of the framework. We
assume that the video sequence consists of a series of units, each of which are
assigned a complexity or an 'interest' parameter. The video units can be individual
frames or video segments such as shots. If we formulate the problem in terms of a
complexity parameter, then we assume that the viewer, or the consumer of the video
sequence in general, has a certain processing power. The available processing power
and the complexity of the video unit determines the minimum time that needs to be
allocated to that video unit. In the case of an "interest" parameter, the allocated time
is directly a function of the "interest" parameter. Note that, in real life, the time one
needs to understand the content of a series of unrelated pictures is not the same as
that of needed for the same number of frames from a motion picture. However, in this
formulation, we simplify the problem by assuming that the minimum time needed to
process each unit is independent of the content of the previous units.
The basic assumption that we make, then, to use motion activity for
summarization is that the motion activity level, a, of a video segment is a measure of
its visual complexity. The correlation between the motion activity and the
"summarizability" of a video segment as described previously supports this view. We
express the processing power, c, of the viewer as the maximum motion activity level
that he or she can view comfortably. The second assumption that we make is that the
motion activity level of a video segment changes linearly with its playback speed. This
assumption is true if we assume a measure of motion activity such as the average,
variance, or the maximum of motion vector magnitudes, as presented in Chapter 2.
Assume a viewer has processing power c , i.e. s/he can view video segments up
to motion activity level c without a problem. Also assume that a video segment has an
activity level a<c. Then, to make full use of the available processing power,
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we can speed up the playback of the video segment —
c 
times. If the duration of the
a
original segment is T, then the new duration after processing is
Sometimes a useful abstraction is to interpret T • a as the total complexity of the
video segment - how much activity takes place in that segment, as opposed to the
instantaneous complexity a. In other words, the total complexity of a video sequence
is an integration of the instantaneous complexity (intensity of motion activity) over
time. Then the total complexity of a video segment that consists of N segments
(possibly frames) each of which have duration At, and activity level ai is given by,
If the power of the viewer, i.e. the maximum allowed activity level, is c, then the
summary length using the above approach is given by,
which is equivalent to the summation of the constituent segments' duration after
processing each segment. If the segments have the same duration At , then the ratio
of the length of the summary to the original video is,
That is, the ratio is equal to the ratio of the average activity level of the video to
the desired constant activity leve1. Note that, even if the summary has the same length
as the original sequence when c = avg(a i), the summary is not the same as the
original video since some parts are speeded up and some parts are slowed down.
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Implementation. We want to vary the activity level of a given video unit. This can be
done in two ways: by varying the playback speed of the video, or by temporally
sampling the original video at varying rates. An alternative view of the problem is
varying the allocated time to the video units. This, again, can be done either playing
back the units at different speeds than the original, or change the number of frames
in that unit by up and down sampling. In fact, the modification of playback speed and
the modification of the number of frames in a video segment are two symmetric
approaches to modifying the playback time of a video segment. The first is the
modification of the decoder or player frame rate while the encoder frame rate is kept
the same, whereas the second is the modification of the encoder frame rate while the
decoder frame rate is kept the same.
When using playback speed modification, we find the frame duration for each
frame of video. If the original frame duration is Δto = 1/r, where r is the frame rate of
the video, then the modified frame duration is Δ ts = Δto a/c , according to the
formulation in the previous subsection. Then, if the activity level of the frame is half
the desired, then its duration become half the original, hence the motion vector
magnitudes for that frame are doubled in size. If the activity level is computed for
multi-frame units and not individual units, then each frame's duration in the unit is
modified with the same ratio.
In some cases, temporal sub-sampling is the only practical or available solution,
as in the cases of remote access through bandwidth constraints, or where we are not
able to modify the playback frame rate. Usually, the sub-sampling ratio is not an
integer, and we may have ratios for individual frames rather than segments of multiple
frames. In this case, we implement the sub-sampling as follows (Figure 4.2): We
assume the original video is a continuous medium (as we see it on the screen), with
each frame having a given frame duration. Then we apply the summarization method
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Figure 4.2 Frame duration of the original video is modified using motion activity.
Low-activity frames are speeded up more than high-activity frames. If we are not able
to modify playback speed, then the modified sequence is sampled at uniform
intervals at the playback frame rate of the original video. The new sampled video
sequence is a summary generated using adaptive sub-sampling.
presented here and find the new frame duration times for each frame. The frames or
the video units are not uniform length anymore. We sample the new video at regular
frame times according to the frame rate of the original video. Interpolation of the
frames can be used when the sampling time falls between two frames. When zero-
order interpolation is used, we directly pick the frame that is showing at the time of
sampling in the modified video.
4.2.2. Guaranteed Minimum Activity Level Video
While playing back at a desired constant activity is possible in theory, in practice it
would require interpolation of frames or slowing down the playback frame rate
whenever there are segments that are higher in activity than the desired level. Such
interpolation of frames would be computationally intensive and difficult. Also, in many
applications, the viewer is interested only in speeding up the slow parts and not
slowing down any part of the original video. Furthermore, the constant activity level
approach does not lend itself to generation of a continuum of summary lengths that
extends from the shortest possible summary to the original sequence itself, similar to
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a rate-distortion approach. As mentioned earlier, there is no value of parameter c that
will give the original undistorted video as the output of the summarization.
The preceding discussion motivates us to change the summarization strategy to
achieve a guaranteed minimum level of activity as opposed to a constant level of
activity, so we are able to get a continuum of summaries ranging from the sequence
being its own summary to a single frame summary. In this case, only the segments
that have activity levels lower than the desired level c, are modified by speeding up,
and the rest of the sequence is kept unmodified.
The length of a summary generated using the minimum guaranteed motion
activity approach is given by,
where Tower the total length of the parts of the video that have an activity level lower
than the desired level, c, and vice versa for Thigher . Similarly, mower is the average
motion activity level of the parts of the video that has lower activity level than c.
A possible implementation of an activity-based adaptive sub-sampling described
above would be as follows. We could maintain a cumulative sum of the motion activity
of the frames in the given sequence, starting from the first frame. Every time the sum
exceeds the threshold, which is the desired minimum activity level, we mark the frame
at that point as part of the summary video. At the end, all the marked frames
constitute the summary. Thus with low motion segments, we would discard many
more frames before deciding to keep one, while with high motion segments we would
keep many more because the accumulated measure would quickly exceed the
prescribed threshold. Any segment that is above the desired level of activity would play
at a normal speed, i.e. would not be sub-sampled at all.
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4.2.3. Maximum Possible Activity Level
While in theory it is possible to play the video back at infinite speed, the temporal
Nyquist rate limits how fast it can be played without becoming imperceptible by a
human observer. A simple way of visualizing this is to imagine a video sequence that
captures the revolution of a stroboscope. At the point where the frame rate is equal to
the rate of revolution, the stroboscope will seem to be stationary. Thus, the maximum
motion activity level in the video segment determines how fast it can be played.
Furthermore, as the sub-sampling increases, the video segment reduces to a set of
still frames or a "slide show." It is obvious that there is a crossover point where it is
more efficient to summarize the video segment using a slide show instead of with a
video or "moving" summary. How to locate the crossover point is an open problem.
4.2.4. Choosing the Parameter That Controls the Playback Speed
Note that we have not yet specified the measure of motion activity. The most obvious
choices are the average motion vector magnitude, the variance of the motion vector
magnitude, etc. that are described in Chapter 2. However, there are many variations
possible depending on the application. For instance, we could use the average motion
vector magnitude as a measure of motion activity, so as to favor segments with moving
regions of significant size and activity. As another example, we could use the
maximum of the motion vector magnitude as a measure of motion activity, so as to
limit the highest speed of objects in the resulting summary.
One other possibility is to quantize the motion activity descriptor. Then we
would have a finite number of playback speeds or sampling ratios throughout the
video. The quantization can be uniform, or according to the subjective quantization
thresholds found in Chapter 2.
An adaptive fast playback can also rely on measures other than those of motion
activity. In general, we could define an "interest" coefficient for each frame and allocate
more time to portions of video that have higher 'interest' value. By using a binary
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criterion, we can choose to keep or discard frames based on the magnitude of the
interest coefficient. Alternative uses of the motion activity are also possible in this
general framework. For example, we find that in basketball video, the interesting parts
where the game is continuing have low motion activity because of wide camera angle.
The motion activity is high when camera zooms on a player, often during brakes. An
example of using a different parameter than the motion activity is the use of quantity
of skin color in the frame. This way all frames with skin color less than a certain
amount would be discarded or played faster, and the viewer concentrates on parts .
4.3. Applications and Experimental Results
Video summarization is useful in video browsing. Since the volumes of video content
have become very large, it is a useful aid in browsing local content, and indispensable
for browsing remote content since it leads to a more efficient use of available
bandwidth. It is therefore applicable to remote rapid browsing of video for
entertainment and surveillance in particular, and for any kind of video in general.
A summary in the form of a video, rather than still images extracted from the
content, can be preferable in certain applications as follows:
• Surveillance:
• May want to go through everything - critical content.
• No shot boundaries, fixed background, still image-based methods may not
work.
• Consumer Video:
• Smart fast-forward during normal playback.
• Skimming, visual search.
• Real-time, low-cost implementation.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of a uniform sub-sampling and motion activity-based adaptive
sub-sampling. The frames in the top row are uniformly sampled from a highway
surveillance video. The bottom row is obtained by using the motion activity-based sub-
sampling described in the text. Note that the activity based sub-sampling captures the
`interesting' parts of the video, while the uniform sampling shows the empty road most
of the time.
In general, a summary in video format has the advantage of preserving the
motion. For instance, a goal scoring scene would be very difficult to capture with
automatically selected frames, whereas a short video clip would be very effective.
We tried our adaptive speeding up of playback using diverse content and got
satisfactory results (Figure 4.3). We found that with surveillance footage of a highway,
we were able to produce summaries that successfully skip across the parts where
there is insignificant traffic, and focus on the parts with significant traffic. We were
able to focus on parts with large vehicles, as well as on parts with heavy traffic. We are
currently working on detecting other anomalies. We have also tried our approach with
sports video and with news content with mixed success.
4.4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to summarizing video using motion
activity descriptors. The techniques presented here are based on the hypothesis that
the length of a summary of a video segment is proportional to its motion activity leve1.
In order to formulate our approach, we described concepts such as the
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"visual complexity" of a video segment in terms of motion activity, and the "visual
processing power" of a viewer. The framework, then, is similar to that of a bandwidth
and channel capacity approach, where the video content's bandwidth and the
"perceptual channel capacity" is measured by motion activity. When viewed in the
light of this interpretation, our summarization technique is similar to using a Nyquist-
rate temporal sampling of video. While Nyquist-rate based adaptive sampling
approaches are well known in many contexts, our contribution mainly lies in using
the motion activity as a measure of "perceptual bandwidth" of video.
We illustrated promising results using surveillance video. However, there are
obvious avenues for improvement. We can also use motion and color features together
to form the summaries. For instance, we could use the motion based sub-sampling as
a data reduction step for subsequent color based summarization [15]. We could
improve the frame selection technique as well as use a larger set of motion activity
measures. As with all motion based analysis, de-noising of the motion vectors would
enhance the efficacy of the proposed techniques as well.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1. Recapitulation
We started out with the thesis that the motion activity of video segments is a low-
complexity, automatically extractable low-level feature that can be successfully used
in content based video indexing applications. We claimed that the motion vector
information in MPEG-compressed video is a readily available resource that contains
certain semantic information and can be made use of in many practical applications.
In Chapter 2, we presented a psycho-visual and analytical framework for
automatic measurement of motion activity in video sequences. We constructed a test-
set of video segments by carefully selecting video segments from the MPEG-7 video
test set. We constructed a ground truth, based on subjective tests with naïve subjects.
We showed that the subjects agree reasonably on the motion activity of video
segments, which makes the ground truth reliable. We presented a set of automatically
extractable, known and novel, descriptors of motion activity computed from MPEG
block motion vectors, based on different hypotheses about subjective perception of
motion activity. We tested the performance of the descriptors against the subjective
ground truth in two frameworks, one using average error analysis and other based on
pairwise comparison of video segments. We showed that all the descriptors perform
well against the ground truth. We verified that the MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor,
based on variance of motion vector magnitudes, is one of the best in overall
performance over the test set. Using the pairwise comparison framework, we
determined the common limitations of the low-level motion activity descriptors. We
also showed that a subset of the proposed descriptors improves upon those
limitations.
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In Chapter 3, we presented a novel descriptor of spatial distribution of motion
activity that uses the magnitude of the motion vectors as a measure of the intensity of
motion activity in a macro-block. For the computation of the descriptor, we
constructed a histogram of areas of distinct "motion-active" regions (or "blobs") over
the entire video shot. The descriptor builds on the current MPEG-7 descriptor for
spatial distribution of motion activity, which uses run-lengths rather than areas.
Since the feature extraction is in the compressed domain and simple, it is extremely
fast. We tested our descriptor and the MPEG-7 descriptor on a ground-truth test set
that consisted of video clips subjectively classified into three with respect to spatial
distribution of motion activity. We showed that the proposed descriptor is comparable
in performance to the current MPEG-7 descriptor. We also verified that the motion
vector based descriptors of spatial distribution of motion activity enable fast and
accurate indexing of video. We demonstrated the application of the descriptors for
browsing news programs from the MPEG-7 test content set. We find that the
descriptors are low-level non-semantic descriptors that give semantic matches within
the same program, and are thus very suitable for video browsing.
In Chapter 4, we described a "constant pace" framework for video
summarization via fast playback or temporal sub-sampling. The pace of the summary
serves as a parameter that enables production of video summary of any desired
length. This part is motivated by earlier work that showed that the intensity of motion
activity (or pace) of a video sequence is a good indication of its "summarizability." We
built on this notion by adapting the playback frame-rate or the temporal sub-sampling
rate to the activity leve1. We developed an analytical framework that lets skimming of
video in a short time in the most efficient way with respect to an 'interest' or
complexity criterion. We presented techniques of summarizing video using motion
activity as the complexity criterion of video segments. Either the less active parts of a
video sequence are played back at a faster frame rate than are the more active parts,
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or the less active parts of the sequence are sub-sampled more heavily than are the
more active parts, so as to produce a summary with constant pace. Our technique
gives satisfactory results with surveillance and entertainment video. The techniques
use motion descriptors computed in the compressed domain to speed up conventional
color based video summarization techniques. Since the compressed domain extraction
of motion activity intensity is much simpler than the color-based calculations, the
motion activity based summarization can be used as a pre-processing step for further
summarization by more sophisticated but expensive methods.
5.2. Discussion and Future Avenues
The ground work in Chapter 2 provided us with the essential understanding of the
motion activity feature and verified that it can be successfully measured by low-
complexity, compressed domain descriptors. Only then we were able to build on the
concept of motion activity in video, crudely described by the motion vector magnitudes
of compressed video, and we developed the higher level content analysis presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. Both of these chapters implicitly assume that motion vector
magnitudes are a measure of motion activity of video segments.
While Chapter 2 presented a very low-level indexing of video, the following
chapters illustrated and developed techniques for indexing of video at a higher
semantic level using the basic motion activity concept. Chapter 3 addresses more
directly the problem of retrieval and clustering by similarity, which also have uses in
browsing applications. Chapter 4 takes on a somewhat higher-level problem where the
indexing information is used to infer the nature of the content, and then a final
product is presented to the user by processing the video based on the content
information. In both chapters we noted that motion activity descriptors can be used
with other features such as color in order to achieve better content description. We
also noted that motion activity-based methods can be used as a preprocessing or
filtering stage that reduces data size for further, more sophisticated methods.
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The low-complexity of the motion activity descriptors provides significant cost gains in
such a scenario.
Throughout the dissertation, we emphasized the low-complexity of the motion
activity descriptors. Although the motion activity descriptors are not as sophisticated
as some other image understanding based techniques, their low-complexity allow
these descriptors to find place in many applications. Our goal was to show that there
are ways to intelligently use this low-level information, and we demonstrated those in
Chapters 3 and 4. This dissertation provides strong evidence that motion activity
descriptors provide simple and intuitive, practical tools for many consumer
applications.
A significant aspect of this dissertation is the subjective or psychophysical basis
it builds in the beginning. We believe that, as many things become technologically
possible and the practical, or human-related issues become the central point of
technological solutions, more attention will have to be paid to the human or the user
aspect of the problem. The proposed framework for testing of a subjective parameter
with its automatic estimators can be used in such future studies. In particular, the
pairwise comparison method provides an efficient method of testing performance for
features where one of two test pieces is higher or lower than the other. Research topics
in this area can range from finding funny segments in a video to assessing similarity
of automatically retrieved results to a given sample.
In Chapter 3, we maintained a distinction between our descriptor and the
motion segmentation-based analysis. However, the thresholding of the motion
magnitude matrix and extraction of connected regions can be viewed as a crude
segmentation. Improvements can be made by determining the threshold adaptively, or
by filtering and morphologically processing the matrix. Still, we want to note that the
complexity is an important parameter in our approach.
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Chapter 4 presented a different approach to the summarization problem, as well
as illustrating the successful application of the motion activity descriptors. The
framework of modifying the playback speed or sub-sampling ratio adaptively with
respect to an 'interest' or 'complexity' parameter is general enough to find many other
applications. While we provided an illustrative application with surveillance video,
adapting this approach to other application contexts is a possible future avenue.
Automatic extraction of high-level semantic information from video is a very
hard problem even if more sophisticated methods are employed. Our investigation of
the motion activity descriptors showed that allowing imperfection of automatic results
and improving interactivity with the user is a successful approach to developing
solutions. The summarization work, and the browsing applications using spatial
distribution descriptors showed that a solution should be targeted to a specific
domain and make use of the characteristics of that domain. Note that the application
scenario determines the nature of the problem, and a content-based indexing solution
should make use of this. In future work, in addition to enhancing the performance of
the descriptors, intelligent combination of several features appropriate for a given
application would be a key. In order to go beyond indexing of video with low-level
descriptors, artificial intelligence techniques such as using Hidden Markov Models or
Bayesian Belief Networks should also be considered.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF OPTIMALITY
In this appendix, we present a proof of the optimality of the quantization method that
we used in Section 2.4.2.
A. 1 	 Definitions
Let dn, n=1..N , be N real descriptor values sorted in ascending order. Let
s n , 0 s. L, n=1..N , be the associated integer ground-truth value for each dn.
The quantization problem: Let T, i =	 -1), be a set of L integer values such
that 1 G To <T1 < ..<71_ 1 < N , i.e. Ti are monotonically increasing in i. We define the
quantization of the dn by the threshold-set 	 TL-1 as follows:
Thus, all the descriptor values up to the (To)th are quantized to 0, all the following ones
up to (T1)th are quantized to 1, etc. and all the descriptors after the (TL-1)th are
quantized to L.
Accordingly, we define the quantization error associated with a given threshold-set
as the sum of absolute differences with respect to the ground truth Sn:
The optimum quantization threshold-set is the one that minimizes the error defined
above.
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Independent optimization of Ti : We define err(Ti ) as the quantization error when
all the descriptors up to the (Ti)th are quantized to i and the rest are quantized to i+ 1.
For example, err(To ) is the quantization error when the descriptors d 1 to dTo are
quantized to 0 and the ones from 40 , 1 to dN are quantized to 1:
We define Ti° as the Ti value, 1 	 <N , that minimizes err(Ti ). That is,
A.2 Theorem and Proof
be the independently optimized Ti values obtained by minimizing
are monotonically increasing in i, i.e.
Proof:
Lemma 1: Given any set of L thresholds {To ,.., 	 , such that
1 To < T1 < < 	 < N , and the set of independently optimized threshold values
T° , such that 1 To° < Ti° < < TL 1 < N at least one of the threshold values, Ti ,
can be moved to its independently optimized value, T° , without crossing over any
other threshold values, i.e. without changing monotonicity of Ti in i:
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Proof 1: By definition, Ti are required to be monotonic in i, hence, Ti-1 < T <Ti+1 . If it
is also true that <Ti° <Ti+1 , then Ti can be changed to Ti° without violating
monotony in i. Note that, without loss of generality, we assign T 1 a value that is less
than any possible To° , and to TL a value that is larger than any possible TL-1 . We prove
the existence of a Ti and Ti° pair that satisfies the required condition by providing an
algorithm that always finds such an i (See Figure 7.1 for an illustration of the steps):
Step 1. Start with i=0, i.e. Ti =To . We know that 	 < Ti° for this case, as T 1 =0 is
less than all possible Ti° .
Step 2. If Ti° <Ti+, then T < Ti° <Ti÷, and we found the i that we are looking for,
thus we stop with the answer.
	
Otherwise, at this point we know that Ti+1 	. Then, by using the
monotonicity of both Ti and Ti° in i, T <Ti+1 	<Ti+1. Hence, Ti
We continue with the next i, that is i=i+1, until we find the answer or until i=L-
1. We go to step 2 again, with 	 < Ti° true at this point.
Step 3. If i=L- 1 and we have not found the Ti that satisfies the requirement up to this
point, then TL-1 satisfies the requirement, because TL-2 < TI°, 1 is known after the last
iteration and we also know that TL 1 < TL = N is always true. Hence, we found the
answer.
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Figure A.1 An illustration of the steps that we follow to find a Ti that can be replaced
by Ti° without violating monotony in i.
The above algorithm always stops in at most L steps and finds an i such that
Hence, such an i exists for all
Lemma 2: 	 Given any set of thresholds 	 {To , .. , 71-1 } , 	 such that
replacing one of the T with T° while preserving
monotony in i, either reduces or does not change the quantization error.
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Since the last statement is true by definition, then the initial statement is true, hence
Lemma 2 is proven.
Proof of the Theorem: By using the lemmas 1 and 2, now we can prove that
provided that 1 To° < 77 < .. < TL , < N , minimizes err(T0 ,..,TL-1 ) and
hence is the optimal quantization threshold-set:
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For any given set of thresholds {To 	, such that 1 To < T < < 71_ 1 < N , we
can change one of the Ti by its independently computed optimal T° , without violating
monotony in i. This is a result of lemma 1. Also by lemma 2, we know that the new set
of thresholds provides a lower or equal quantization error. Repeating this process L
times and replacing one of the thresholds with its independently computed optimum
at each step, we end up with the set of thresholds {Ti° TL 1 }. Since at each step the
quantization error is lower or equal to the one at the previous step, we know that the
quantization error at the final step is equal or lower than the one at the initial step.
Since we can do this test starting with any {To ,.., 	 , such that
APPENDIX B
THE TEST-CLIP SET
In this appendix, we list the video clips that were used in the subjective experiment
described in Chapter 2. The clips are extracted from video sequences in the MPEG-7
test content set. The disc number, file location and start/end frame numbers of each
test clip is given below.
ID Clip Name Video Location Start
Frame
End
Frame
1 animals_74 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 2629 2664
2 animals_84 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 2989 3024
3 animals_125 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 4465 4500
4 animals_162 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 5797 5832
5 animals_ 189 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 6769 6804
6 animals_228 Disc30 \ Singapore \ animals. mpg 8173 8208
7 basketball_23 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 991 1035
8 basketball_29 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 1261 1305
9 basketball_62 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 2746 2790
10 basketball_71 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 3151 3195
11 basketball_81 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 3601 3645
12 basketball_89 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 3961 4005
13 basketball_98 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 4366 4410
14 basketball_ 173 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 7741 7785
15 basketball_ 182 Disc26 \ Kbs \ basketball. mpg 8146 8190
16 basketball_204 Disc26 \Kbs \basketball.mpg 9136 9180
17 basketball_248 Disc26 \Kbs \basketball.mpg 11116 11160
18 basketball_294 Disc26 \Kbs \basketball.mpg 13186 13230
19 basketball_368 Disc26 \Kbs \basketball.mpg 16516 16560
20 basketball_400 Disc26 \Kbs \basketball.mpg 17956 18000
21 bigshow_61 Disc29\Portugese\bigshowsic.mpg 2701 2745
22 bigshow_66 Disc29\Portugese\bigshowsic.mpg 2926 2970
23 bigshow_122 Disc29\Portugese\bigshowsic.mpg 5446 5490
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24 bigshow_193 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 8641 8685
25 bigshow_197 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 8821 8865
26 bigshow_205 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 9181 9225
27 bigshow_215 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 9631 9675
28 bigshow_219 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 9811 9855
29 bigshow_222 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 9946 9990
30 bigshow_295 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 13231 13275
31 bigshow_438 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 19666 19710
32 bigshow_540 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 24256 24300
33 bigshow_546 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 24526 24570
34 bigshow_574 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 25786 25830
35 bigshow_578 Disc29 \ Portuge se \ bigshowsic. mpg 25966 26010
36 bigshow_882 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 39646 39690
37 bigshow_974 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 43786 43830
38 bigshow_1137 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 51121 51165
39 bigshow_1138 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 51166 51210
40 bigshow_1167 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 52471 52515
41 bigshow_ 1177 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic.mpg 52921 52965
42 bigshow_1531 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 68851 68895
43 bigshow_1555 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 69931 69975
44 bigshow_1652 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 74296 74340
45 bigshow_1672 Disc29 \ Portugese \ bigshowsic. mpg 75196 75240
46 camilo_172 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 7696 7740
47 camilo_231 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 10351 10395
48 camilo_291 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 13051 13095
49 camilo_294 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 13186 13230
50 camilo_298 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 13366 13410
51 camilo_735 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 33031 33075
52 camilo_771 Disc22 \ Portugese \ caniiloefilho. mpg 34651 34695
53 camilo_796 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 35776 35820
54 camilo_892 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 40096 40140
55 camilo_946 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 42526 42570
56 camilo_1179 Disc22\Portugese\camiloefilho.mpg 53011 53055
57 cm1002_14 Disc16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 586 630
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58 cm1002_17 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 721 765
59 cm1002_20 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 856 900
60 cm1002_37 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 1621 1665
61 cm1002_39 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 1711 1755
62 cm1002_57 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 2521 2565
63 cm1002_110 Disc16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 4906 4950
64 cm1002_118 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 5266 5310
65 cm1002_127 Disc16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 5671 5715
66 cm1002_182 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 8146 8190
67 cm1002_190 Disc16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 8506 8550
68 cm1002_320 Disc 16 \ Samsung \ cm1002.mpg 14356 14400
69 docon_16 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 541 576
70 docon_51 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 1801 1836
71 docon_63 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 	 ' 2233 2268
72 docon_113 Disc24 \ Docon \docon.mpg 4033 4068
73 docon_130 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 4645 4680
74 docon_132 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 4717 4752
75 docon_153 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 5473 5508
76 docon_234 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 8389 8424
77 docon_251 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 9001 9036
78 docon_294 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 10549 10584
79 docon_332 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 11917 11952
80 docon_340 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 12205 12240
81 docon_352 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 12637 12672
82 docon_440 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon. mpg 15805 15840
83 docon_474 Disc24 \ Docon \ docon.mpg 17029 17064
84 don_qui_292 Disc19 \ Rtve \ don_qui.mpg 10477 10512
85 don_qui_302 Disc19 \ Rtve \ don_qui. mpg 10837 10872
86 don_qui_403 Disc19 \ Rtve \ don_qui. mpg 14473 14508
87 don_qui_458 Disc 19 \ Rtve \don_qui.mpg 16453 16488
88 etri_od_B_41 Disc30 \ Etri \ etri_od_B. mpg 1921 1968
89 etri_od_B_53 Disc30 \ Etri \ etri_od_B.mpg 2497 2544
90 etri_od_B_58 Disc30 \ Etri \etri_od_B.mpg 2737 2784
91 eyeexam_13 Disc27 \ Opthalmic \ eyeexam.mpg 541 585
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92 eyeexam_97 Disc27 \ Opthalmic \ eyeexam. mpg 4321 4365
93 eyeexam_302 Disc27 \ Opthalmic \ eyeexam. mpg 13546 13590
94 eyeexam_375 Disc27 \ Opthalmic \ eyeexam. mpg 16831 16875
95 golf 55 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 2431 2475
96 golf 80 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 3556 3600
97 golf 81 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 3601 3645
98 golf 150 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 6706 6750
99 golf 160 Disc26 \ Kbs \ golf. mpg 7156 7200
100 golf 174 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 7786 7830
101 golf 264 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 11836 11880
102 golf 348 Disc26\Kbs\golf.mpg 15616 15660
103 hallo_56 Disc 19 \ Hallo \ hallo. mpg 1981 2016
104 hallo_102 Disc19 \ Hallo \ hallo. mpg 3637 3672
105 harmony_25 Disc25 \ Singapore \ harmony. mpg 865 900
106 harmony_495 Disc25 \ Singapore \ harmony. mpg 17785 17820
107 harmony_501 Disc25 \ Singapore \ harmony.mpg 18001 18036
108 jornald 1_2 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 46 90
109 jornald1_43 Disc14 \ Portugese \ jornaldanoite1. mpg 1891 1935
110 jornald 1_73 Disc 14 \Portugese \ jornaldanoite1. mpg 3241 3285
111 jornaldl_81 Disc14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 3601 3645
112 jornald 1_89 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 3961 4005
113 jornald 1_ 151 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 6751 6795
114 jornald1_227 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 10171 10215
115 jornald 1_282 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 12646 12690
116 jornald 1_406 Disc 14 \Portugese jornaldanoite1. mpg 18226 18270
117 jornald 1_502 Disc 14 \Portugese \j ornaldanoite1. mpg 22546 22590
118 jornald 1_505 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 22681 22725
119 jornald 1_549 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 24661 24705
120 jornald 1_558 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 25066 25110
121 jornald1_562 Disc14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 25246 25290
122 jornald1_601 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 27001 27045
123 jornald 1_603 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 27091 27135
124 jornald1666 Disc14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 29926 29970
125 jornald1_671 Disc 14 \ Portugese jornaldanoite1. mpg 30151 30195
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126 jornald1_679 Disc14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 30511 30555
127 jornald 1_979 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1.mpg 44011 44055
128 jornald1_984 Disc 14 \Portugese \ jornaldanoite1. mpg 44236 44280
129 jornaldl_1013 Disc14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 45541 45585
130 jornald1_1047 Disc 14 \ Portugese \ jornaldanoite1. mpg 47071 47115
131 jornald1_1187 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 53371 53415
132 jornald1_1412 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1.mpg 63496 63540
133 jornald1_1419 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 63811 63855
134 jornald1_1430 Disc 14 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite1. mpg 64306 64350
135 jornald1_1582 Disc 14 \Portugese \jornaldanoite1.mpg 71146 71190
136 jornald2_23 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 991 1035
137 jornald2_24 Disc15 \ Portuge se \jornaldanoite2.mpg 1036 1080
138 jornald2_48 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 2116 2160
139 jornald2_71 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 3151 3195
140 jornald2_99 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 4411 4455
141 jornald2_196 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 8776 8820
142 jornald2_360 Disc15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 16156 16200
143 jornald2_379 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 17011 17055
144 jornald2_472 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 21196 21240
145 jornald2_476 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 21376 21420
146 jornald2_592 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 26596 26640
147 jornald2_615 Disc 15 \Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 27631 27675
148 jornald2_1114 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 50086 50130
149 jornald2_1130 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 50806 50850
150 jornald2_1177 Disc15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 52921 52965
151 jornald2_1178 Disc15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 52966 53010
152 jornald2_ 1244 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 55936 55980
153 jornald2_1416 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldandite2. mpg 63676 63720
154 jornald2_1426 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 64126 64170
155 jornald2_1432 Disc 15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 64396 64440
156 jornald2_1433 Disc15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 64441 64485
157 jornald2_ 1442 Disc 15 \Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 64846 64890
158 jornald2_1565 Disc15 \ Portugese \jornaldanoite2. mpg 70381 70425
159 jornald2_ 1605 Disc 15 \Portugese \jornaldanoite2.mpg 72181 72225
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160 lanc_143 Disc28\Lancaster\lanc.mpg 5113 5148-
161 lanc_149 Disc28\Lancaster\lanc.mpg 5329 5364
162 lebaladl_473 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebaladl. mpg 16993 17028
163 lebalad1_518 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebaladl. mpg 18613 18648
164 lebalad1_525 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebaladl. mpg 18865 18900
165 lebalad1_556 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 19981 20016
166 lebalad1_712 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 25597 25632
167 lebalad1_771 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 27721 27756
168 lebalad1_889 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 31969 32004
169 lebalad1_954 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 34309 34344
170 lebalad1_1120 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1 . mpg 40285 40320
171 lebalad1_1121 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebaladl.mpg 40321 40356
172 lebaladl_1710 Disc24 \ Playboy \ lebalad1. mpg 61525 61560
173 lebalad2_95 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 3385 3420
174 lebalad2_101 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 3601 3636
175 lebalad2_362 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 12997 13032
176 lebalad2_382 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 13717 13752
177 lebalad2_597 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 21457 21492
178 lebalad2_879 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 31609 31644
179 lebalad2_929 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 33409 33444
180 lebalad2_1112 Disc25 \ Playboy \ lebalad2. mpg 39997 40032
181 lebalad2_1577 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 56737 56772
182 lebalad2_1727 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 62137 62172
183 lebalad2_1735 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 62425 62460
184 lebalad2_1736 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 62461 62496
185 lebalad2_1777 Disc25\Playboy\lebalad2.mpg 63937 63972
186 misc 1_17 Disc20 \ miscl.mpg 577 612
187 miscl_263 Disc20 \ miscl.mpg 9433 9468
188 miscl_335 Disc20 \ miscl. mpg 12025 12060
189 miscl_337 Disc20 \ miscl. mpg 12097 12132
190 miscl_345 Disc20 \ misc1 . mpg 12385 12420
191 misc1_375 Disc20 \ misc1. mpg 13465 13500
192 misc 1_548 Disc20 \ misc1. mpg 	 . 19693 19728
193 misc1_617 Disc20 \ misc1. mpg 22177 22212
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194 misc1_913 Disc20\misc1.mpg 32833 32868
195 misc1_923 Disc20\misc1.mpg 33193 33228
196 misc1_1212 Disc20\misc1.mpg 43597 43632
197 misc2_325 Disc21\misc2.mpg 11665 11700
198 misc2_365 Disc21\miscImpg 13105 13140
199 misc2_373 Disc21\misc2.mpg 13393 13428
200 misc2_443 Disc21\miscImpg 15913 15948
201 misc2_611 Disc21\misc2.mpg 21961 21996
202 misc2_812 Disc21\misc2.mpg 29197 29232
203 misc2_940 Disc21\misc2.mpg 33805 33840
204 misc2_1098 Disc21\misc2.mpg 39493 39528
205 misc2_1129 Disc21\misc2.mpg 40609 40644
206 misc2_1179 Disc21\misc2.mpg 42409 42444
207 misc2_1369 Disc21\misc2.mpg 49249 49284
208 news l_23 Disc17\newsl.mpg 793 828
209 news1_89 Msc17\newsl.mpg 3169 3204
210 news1_170 Disc17\news1.mpg 6085 6120
211 news1_171 Disc17\news1.mpg 6121 6156
212 news1_349 Disc17\news1.mpg 12529 12564
213 news1_361 Disc17\news1.mpg 12961 12996
214 news l_457 Disc17\news1.mpg 16417 16452
215 news1_1004 Disc17\news1.mpg 36109 36144
216 news1_1022 Disc17\news1.mpg 36757 36792
217 news1_1041 Disc17\news1.mpg 37441 37476
218 news1_1416 Disc17\news1.mpg 50941 50976
219 news2_232 Disc18\news2.mpg 8317 8352
220 news2_386 Disc18\news2.mpg 13861 13896
221 news2_414 Disc18\news2.mpg 14869 14904
222 news2_417 Disc18\newsImpg 14977 15012 ,
223 news2_441 Disc18\newsImpg 15841 15876
224 news2_553 Disc18\news2.mpg 19873 19908
225 news2_628 Discl8\news2.mpg 22573 226081
226 news2_851 Discl8\news2.mpg 30601 30636
227 news2_924 Discl8\news2.mpg 33229 33264
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228 news2_1006 Disc 18 \ news2 . mpg 36181 36216
229 news2_1024 Disc 18 \news2.mpg 36829 36864
230 news2_1040 Disc 18 \ news2. mpg 37405 37440
231 news2_1058 Disc18 \ news2. mpg 38053 38088
232 news2_1087 Disc 18 \news2.mpg 39097 39132
233 nhkvideo_45 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 2113 2160
234 nhkvideo_102 Disc26 \nhk \nhkvideo.mpg 4849 4896
235 nhkvideo_159 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 7585 7632
236 nhkvideo_178 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 8497 8544
237 nhkvideo_231 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 11041 11088
238 nhkvideo_285 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 13633 13680
239 nhkvideo_286 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 13681 13728
240 nhkvideo_294 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 14065 14112
241 nhkvideo_296 Disc26\nhk\nhkvideo.mpg 14161 14208
242 riscos-s1_6 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 226 270
243 riscos-s1_18 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 766 810
244 riscos-s1_20 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 856 900
245 riscos-s1_93 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 4141 4185
246 riscos-s1_126 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 5626 5670
247 riscos-s1_135 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1. mpg 6031 6075
248 riscos-s1_168 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos- s1. mpg 7516 7560
249 riscos-s1_169 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 7561 7605
250 riscos-s1_171 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 7651 7695
251 riscos-s1_212 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 9496 9540
252 riscos-s1_291 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 13051 13095
253 riscos-s1_306 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 13726 13770
254 riscos-s1_396 Disc23 \Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 17776 17820
255 riscos-s1_398 Disc23 \Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 17866 17910
256 riscos-s1_399 Disc23 \Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 17911 17955
257 riscos-s1_451 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 20251 20295
258 riscos-s1_590 Disc23 \Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 26506 26550
259 riscos-s1_604 Disc23 \ Portugese \riscos-s1.mpg 27136 27180
260 riscos-s1_680 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 30556 30600
261 riscos-s1_750 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 33706 33750
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262 riscos-s1_817 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 36721 36765
263 riscos-s1_895 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 40231 40275
264 riscos-s1_897 Disc23 \ Portugese \ riscos-s1.mpg 40321 40365
265 show_98 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 4366 4410
266 show_173 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 7741 7785
267 show_230 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 10306 10350
268 show_270 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 12106 12150
269 show_277 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg
	
, 12421 12465
270 show_337 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 15121 15165
271 show_340 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 15256 15300
272 show_378 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 16966 17010
273 show_385 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 17281 17325
274 show_392 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 17596 17640
275 show_396 Disc26\Kbs\show.mpg 17776 17820
276 speedwal_l Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwal. mpg 1 36
277 speedwa2_16 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa2.mpg 541 576
278 speedwa2_191 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa2. mpg 6841 6876
279 speedwa3_226 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa3. mpg 8101 8136
280 speedwa3_269 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa3.mpg 9649 9684
281 speedwa5_60 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa5.mpg 2125 2160
282 speedwa5_ 174 Disc30 \ Ucl \ speedwa5. mpg 6229 6264
283 waste_2 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste. mpg 37 72
284 waste_49 Disc 19 \ Singapore \waste.mpg 1729 1764
285 waste_93 Disc 19 \ Singapore \waste.mpg 3313 3348
286 waste_99 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste. mpg 3529 3564
287 waste_ 115 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste. mpg 4105 4140
288 waste_ 154 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste. mpg 5509 5544
289 waste_232 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste.mpg 8317 8352
290 waste_261 Disc19 \ Singapore \ waste. mpg 9361 9396
291 waste_376 Disc 19 \ Singapore \waste.mpg 13501 13536
292 waste_399 Disc 19 \ Singapore \waste.mpg 14329 14364
293 waste_518 Disc 19 \ Singapore \waste.mpg 18613 18648
294 waste_654 Disc 19 \ Singapore \ waste .mpg 23509 23544
APPENDIX C
THE SUBJECTIVE GROUND-TRUTH
In this appendix, we list the activity levels assigned to the test clips by each subject.
The median across subjects is used as the absolute ground-truth in Section 2.4.
Clips:
1:1
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Ise
X
Subjects:
No: Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 animals_74 3 3 4 4 1 4 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 3 6 5
2 animals_84 3 3 4 3 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 2 2 3 6 3
3 animals 125 4 6 4 4 6 5 4 3 2 3 4 2 5 5 6 6
4 animals_162 3 5 4 3 2 3 2 4 2 2 3 2 3 4 4
5 animals_189 3 3 4 4 6 6 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 6 2
6 animals_228 5 6 6 4 6 6 5 5 5 4 5 3 3 5 6 6
7 basketball_23 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 4 3 4 6 5 3 5 5
8 basketball 29 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 2
9 basketball_62 4 5 4 5 5 4 3 5 3 3 4 5 4 3 5 5
10 basketball71 4 5 3 5 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 5 4 3 4
11 basketball 81 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 6 4 6 6
12 basketball_89 4 4 4 5 6 5 3 4 2 2 5 2 4 4 4 5
13 basketball_98 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 5 6 5
14 basketball 173 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 2 5
15 basketball_182 4 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 6
16 basketball_204 4 5 3 4 4 4 3 4
_
3 3 4 5 5 3 5 2
17 basketball 248 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 5 3 4 4 6 5 3 4 6
18 basketball_294 4 5 4 5 3 5 4 5 4 3 4 5 5 3 1 5
19 basketball 368 4 6 5 6 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 3
20 basketball400 4 4 5 5 4 5 3 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 6 3
21 bigshow_61 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 2 5 4 5 5 4 3 3
22 bigshow_66 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 5 6 6 4 5 5 4 2 5
23 bigshow_122 5 5 6  5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 3 4
24 bigshow_193 5 6 6 6 4 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 6 4 4 4
25 bigshow_197 5 6 6 5 6 5 5 4 5 6 4 3 6 4 5 2
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26 bigshow_205 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 6 4 5 6
27 bigshow_215 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 4 4 6 5 3 5 4 2 6
28 bigshow_219 4 4 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 6 4 4 4
29 bigshow_222 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 4 4 6 4 5 6
30 bigshow_295 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
31 bigshow_438 4 4 5 4 5 5 3 2 2 5 4 2 4 3 4 4
32 bigshow_540 4 5 4 4 5 3 4 4 2 5 4 4 4 4 2 3
33 bigshow_546 4 4 4 3 5 3 5 3 2 4 4 3 3 4 5 2
34 bigshow_574 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 4
35 bigshow_578 6 6 6 5 6 4 6 6 5 6 5 4 6 5 3 6
36 bigshow_882 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 6 6 4 4 4
37 bigshow_974 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 2 4
38 bigshow_1137 3 4 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 4 2
39 bigshow_1138 5 6 5 5 3 5 3 6 4 6  4 4 6 4 4 6
40 bigshow_1167 5 5 5 5 6 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 3 6
41 bigshow_1177 5 6 5 5 4 4 5 3 3 5 5 3 6 4 6 6
42 bigshow_1531 3 3 4 3 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 5 3 6 4
43 bigshow_1555 4 4 6 6 3 4 3 2 5 3 4 3 4 4 4 6
44 bigshow_1652 5 6 5 5 3 5 6 5 3 4 5 3 4 3 4 6
45 bigshow_1672 4 5 4 4 6 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 2 3
46 camilo_172 2 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 4
47 camilo_231 4 4 5 4 4 3 3 5 3 3 4 3 5 4 2 6
48 camilo_291 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 2 3
49 camilo294 4 4 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 3 6 3
50 camilo_298 4 5 5 5 6 4
_
3 5 3 4 4 5 6 3 2 3
51 camilo_735 3 4 44 5 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 2
52 camilo_771 3 4 3 4 4 2 2 4 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 4
53 camilo_796 4 5 5 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 4 2 5 4 5 6
54 camilo_892 3 4 4 4 5 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 3 1 3
55 camilo_946 3 4 5 4 6 2 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 6 3
56 camilo_1179 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 3 2 4 3 2 5 3 6 3
57 cm1002_14 5 6 5 5 6 4 6 4 6 3 5 4 6 6
58 cm1002_17 5 6 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 3 5 3 6 5
59 cm1002_20 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 6 5
60 cm1002_37 5 4 6 5 5 5 3 5 4 5 4 3 6 6
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61 cm1002_39 3 3 4 4 5 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 6 6
62 cm1002_57 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4
63 cm1002_110 5 6 5 3 5 6 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 2
64 cm1002_118 3 3 3 3 1 5 2 4 3 2 3 4 1 3
65 cm1002_127 3 3 3 3 3 6 4 4 3 2 4 4 5 3
66 cm1002_182 5 6 5 2 6 6 5 5 4 5 5 4 6 5
67 cm1002_190 5 6 5 5 6 5 4 4 5 3 5 5 6 4
68 cm1002_320 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 4 5 6 6 6
69 docon_16 4 3 4 3 5 6 5 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 5
70 docon_51 4 4 5 5 3 5 3 5 3 4 4 2 5 4 4 6
71 docon_63 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 2 2 4 2 4 3 3 4
72 docon_113 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 5 2
73 docon_130 3 3 4 3 5 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 5 4
74 docon_132 3 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 6 3
75 docon_153 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 6 4
76 docon_234 2 4 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 6 1
77 docon_251 3 3 4 4 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 6 3
78 docon_294 3 4 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 5 3
79 docon_332 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 2 3 4 5 4 3 6 2
80 docon_340 5 6 5 3 6 6 6 6 6 4 5 3 4 5 6 3
81 docon_352 5 4 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 5 5 6 6
82 docon_440 4 4 4 3 5 4 2 4 2 3 4 3 3 3 6 4
83 docon_474 5 6 5 5 5 6 3 6 3 3 5 5 5 4 6 6
84 don_qui_292 4 4 5 4 6 5 3 5 3 3 5 3 4 3 4 2
85 don_qui_302 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 2 4 4 3 3
86 don_qui_403 3 3 3 3 2 5 2 4 2 3 3 1 2 4 3 1
87 don_qui_458 3 3 5 4 3 4 2 4 2 2 4 2 3 3 6 4
88 etri_od_B_41 3 4 3 5 4 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 3 4 3
89 etri_od_B_53 4 6 4 5 3 4 2 5 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2
90 etri_od_B_58 4 5 4 4 5 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 1 3
91 eyeexam_13 3 4 3 2 5 2 2 4 3 4 4 2 4 3 3 3
92 eyeexam_97 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 3
93 eyeexam_302 3 4 4 2 4 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 6 2
94 eyeexam_375 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 1 3 2 2 2 1 2
95 golf 55 4 6 2 4 6 6 4 4 1 4 3 2 3 4 6 2
109
96 golf 80 3 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 3 1 3 2 4 3 2 4
97 golf 81 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 6 4 3 5 4 4 4 1 4
98 golf 150 3 3 2 5 4 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 1 4
99 golf 160 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 4
100 golf 174 2 5 3 3 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 1 4 3 2 2
101 golf 264 4 6 4 5 6 3 6 3 2 4 4 4 5 4 2 4
102 golf 348 3 5 3 5 3 4 4 5 1 4 3 3 2 4 1 2
103 hallo_56 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
104 hallo 102 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 2
105 harmony_25 4 5 5 4 6 6 2 4 3 3 5 2 4 5 4 5
106 harmony_495 4 6 4 3 6 5 4 5 3 3 4 2 4 3 6 3
107 harmony_501 4 4 5 3 6 6 3 5 4 3 4 2 4 4 5 3
108 jomald1_2 4 3 4 3 5 5 5 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 6 6
109 jornald1_43 2 1 2 3 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 2
110 jornald1_73 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 3 2 3
111 jornald1_81 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 4 1 5
112 jornald1_89 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 2
113 jomald1_151 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 4 1 4
114 jornald1_227 5 5 5 6 6 4 3 6 3 4 5 5 4 3 5 3,
115 jomald1_282 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
116 jomald1_406 2 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 3 1 3
117 jornald1_502 5 6 5 5 6 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 6 5
118 jomald1_505 5 6 5 6 6 5 4 6 6 4 5 5 6 4 4 6
119 jomald1_549 4 4 4 6 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 5 4 4 6 3
120 jornald1_558 4 6 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 3 4 4 3 3 5 3
121 jomald1_562 4 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 2 4 3
122 jornald1_601 5 5 5 6 5 5 4 5 4 3 5 5 5 3 6 3
123 jomald1_603 4 5 5 5 3 4 3 5 3 3 4 6 5 4 2 2
124 jomald1_666 3 4 4 3 3 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 4
125 jomald1_671 6 6 6 5 6 6 4 6 6 4 5 6 5 5 6 6
126 jornald1_679 5 4 5 5 6 5 5 5 4 3 4 4 5 5 4 3
127 jornald1_979 4 6 4 5 4 3 5 3 3 4 3 3 5 4 5 3
128 jornald1_984 3 4 3 4 3 1 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3
129 jornald1_1013 3 4 3 3 5 3 4 5 2 3 3 2 3 4 5 6
130 jomald1_1047 3 5 3 4 3 3 4 3 2 4 2 1 3 3 6 2
110
131 jornald1_1187 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 5
132 jornald1_1412 5 5 6 5 5 6 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 5 6
133 jornald1_1419 5 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 6
134 jornald1_1430 4 6 5 4 4 4 3 6 3 3 4 4 5 4 3 4
135 jornald1_1582 2 2 3 2 - 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 4 2
136 jornald2_23 4 4 5 4 6 5 3 4 4 4 5 3 5 4 5 6
137 jornald2_24 3 4 4 2 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 6 2
138 jornald2_48 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 5 3
139 jornald2_71 4 6 5 4 5 4 4 5 3 3 5 4 5 4 3 6
140 jornald2_99 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 4 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 4
141 jomald2_196 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 2 5 4 2 5 4 3 3
142 jornald2_360 3 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3
143 jornald2_379 4 6 6 4 5 2 4 4 3 3 4 2 5 4 5 6
144 jornald2_472 3 3 5 4 2 3 5 5 3 3 4 2 2 3 6 5
145 jornald2_476 4 4 5 4 6 3 6 5 3 2 5 3 4 4 6 6
146 jornald2_592 3 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 5 3
147 jornald2_615 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 5 2
148 jornald2_1114 3 4 4 5 5 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 3 4 5
149 jornald2_1130 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 1 2 5 6
150 jornald2_1177 4 5 5 4 6 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 5 4 4 4
151 jornald2_1178 4 6 5 4 6 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 4 5 6
152 jornald2_1244 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 4
153 jomald2_1416 4 5 4 4 5 3 4 4 3 4 3 5 5 4 1 3
154 jornald2_1426 3 5 4 2 4 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 5 2 5 2
155 jomald2_1432 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 4 5 5 4 2 3
156 jornald2_1433 4 5 4 5 4 6 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 3 4 5
157 jornald2_1442 3 5 3 5 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 4 4 3 6 2
158 jornald2_1565 3 5 2 3 4 1 3 4 2 4 3 1 4 3 5 3
159 jomald2_1605 3 4 2 4 4 2 4 3 2 3 3 2 6 4 1 4
160 lanc_143 4 5 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 5
161 lanc_149 3 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 3 5
162 lebalad1_473 4 4 5 6 4 3 4 5 3 3 4 3 5 4 3 6
163 lebalad1518 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 1
164 lebalad1_525 3 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3
165 lebalad1_556 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 3 2 3
111
166 lebalad1_712 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3
167 lebalad1_771 3 4 4 3 5 3 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 3
168 lebalad1_889 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 5 3 2 3
169 lebalad1_954 4 4 5 4 5 3 3 5 5 4 4 4 6 3 1 6
170 lebalad1_1120 4 6 5 5 5 3 3 5 4 4 4 5 6 4 4 4
171 lebalad1_1121 3 4 5 2 3 3 3 5 2 3 4 3 5 4 2 3
172 lebalad1_1710 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 4 3 2 3
173 lebalad2_95 4 6 4 5 4 6 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 4 3 5
174 lebalad2_101 3 5 5 3 6 2 4 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 2 2
175 lebalad2_362 3 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 3
176 lebalad2_382 5 6 5 5 6 5 4 5 4 4 4 6 6 5 2 6
177 lebalad2_597 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 3 3 4 2 5 3 3 5
178 lebalad2_879 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 3
179 lebalad2_929 3 4 3 4 4 3 2 4 2 3 2 2 4 3 3 4
180 lebalad2_1112 5 5 5 6 5 -5 5 5 4 3 3 4 5 3 4 2
181 lebalad2_1577 3 3 4 3 3 1 3 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 4
182 lebalad2_1727 4 5 4 5 6 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 5 3 4 4
183 lebalad2_1735 4 5 4 3 6 5 5 3 4 5 4 3 5 4 1 6
184 lebalad2_1736 4 6 5 3 6 3 6 5 4 4 3 4 6 4 3 4
185 lebalad2_1777 2 3 2 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 2
186 misc1_17 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 5 4 5 5
187 misc1_263 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 3 5 6
188 misc1_335 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 4 5 5 3 4 3
189 misc1_337 5 5 5 6 3 5 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 3 5 2
190 misc1_345 4 5 4 5 3 6 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 3 4 2
191 misc1_375 5 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 3 3 4 3 4 3 5 3
192 misc1_548 5 5 4 6 4 5 3 5 4 2 5 5 5 3 5 3
193 misc 1617 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 4
194 misc 1_913 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
195 misc 1_923 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 1
196 misc1_1212 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 2 4 3 5 4 6 3
197 misc2_325 3 3 4 6 5 6 2 6 3 3 4 2 3 3 6 2
198 misc2_365 6 6 6 6 6 5 6  6 4 5 5 6 6 5 6 6
199 misc2_373 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 5 5 6 5 6 5 3  4 5
200 misc2_443 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 4 2 2
112
201 misc2_611 3 3 4 3 1 3 2 4 3 1 4 2 2 2 3 3
202 misc2_812 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 5 5 6 6
203 misc2_940 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 3
204 misc2_1098 4 5 5 4 3 4
_
2 4
.
3 3 3 3 6 4 4 5
205 misc2_1129 3 4 4 5 5 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 4
206 misc2_1179 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 4 4 2
207 misc2 1369 3 2 4 6 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2
208 news1_23 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 4 4 5 2
209 news1_89 3 4 4 4 3 1 4 3 2 2 3 2 4 3 5 3
210 news1_170 3 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 2 4 3 3 4 3 5 3
211 news1_171 3 4 3 4 5 2 2 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
212 news1_349 3 3 4 3 5 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 3 4 5
213 news1_361 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 3
214 news1_457 2 3 3 4 4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2
215 news1_1004 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
216 news1_1022 5 6 5 6 4 6 4 4 5 3 5 6 5 4 6 6
217 news1_1041 4 6 4 5 5 3 5 4 2 4 4 4 5 5 1 4
218 news1_1416 3 3 4 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 4 2 5 3 6 3
219 news2_232 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2
220 news2_386 5 5 4 6 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 5 4 3 3
221 news2_414 4 3 4 5 4 6 2 4 2 2 4 5 5 3 3 3
222 news2_417 5 6 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 4 5 3 4 6
223 news2_441 4 5 4 5 5 4 3 6 2 3 4 4 4 2 4 3
224 news2_553 4 5 4  5 3 4 3 5 3 2 4 4 5 3 2 4
225 news2_628 5 6 5 5 6 6 4 5 6 5 5 1 5 3 3 5
226 news2_851 4 5 3 6 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 5 4 3 4 2
227 news2_924 4 5 5 2 3 5 5 5 3 3 4 4 5 3 6 4
228 news2_1006 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 5  3 3 4 4 6 3 6 5
229 news2_1024 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 6  5 3 6 5 6 4 6 6
230 news2_1040 4 4 5 5 3 5 3 5 4 3 4 3 5 3 6 2
231 news2_1058 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 6
232 news2_1087 5 6 6  5 4  5 3 6 -4 3 6 4 6 3 6 6
233 nhkvideo_45 3 4 4 2 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2
234 nhkvideo_102 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 2  2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2
235 nhkvideo_159 3 5 4 2 2 6 2 2 3 2 4 2 2 3 6 4
113
236 nhkvideo_178 5 6 5 5 6 5 4 4 3 3 5 2 3 5 4 5
237 nhkvideo_231 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 3 3 5 2 4 5 4 6
238 nhkvideo_285 5 4 5 4 6 6 4 5 6 3 5 5 4 5 6 6
239 nhkvideo_286 4 5 4 4 6 5 5 4 5 3 5 2 3 4 5 4
240 nhkvideo_294 5 6 5 3 6 5 5 5 4 3 5 4 4 5 5 2
241 nhkvideo_296 2 5 2 3 2 2 4 3 1 3 2 2 3 3 1 2
242 riscos-s1_6 5 6 5 5 4 5 5 6 6 3 5 4 5 4 5 6
243 riscos-s1_18 6 6 5 6 6 4 5 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 6 6
244 riscos-s1_20 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 6 6
245 riscos-s1_93 3 5 4 3 4 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2 3
246 riscos-s1_126 3 4 5 4 4 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 3
247 riscos-s1_135 2 4 2 4 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 1
248 riscos-s1_168 4 5 4 2 5 2 5 4 3 3 5 2 5 4 3 6
249 riscos-s1_169 4 6 5 5 5 2 4 4 2 4 2 3 6 4 2 3
250 riscos-s1_171 3 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 4
251 riscos-s1_212 4 6 5 4 5 3 5 5 2 3 3 2 4 4 2 2
252 riscos-s1_291 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 3 3
253 riscos-s1_306 4 5 5 6 3 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 5 3 4 4
254 riscos-s1_396 4 5 5 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 4 3 2
255 riscos-s1398 3 5 3 4 6 4 3 4 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 2
256 riscos-s1_399 3 5 3 4 4 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 4 4 3 4
257 riscos-s1_451 3 5 4 4 3 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
258 riscos-s1_590 5 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 2 5 3 2 5
259 riscos-s1_604 4 6 3 3 3 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 5 4 5 5
260 riscos-s1_680 4 4 4 4 5 2 5 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 3 5
261 riscos-s1_750 3 5 4 4 3 2 3 4 2 3 2 2 3 4 2
262 riscos-s1_817 4 5 6 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 6 4 1 4
263 riscos-s1_895 5 6 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 4 6 5 2 2
264 riscos-s1_897 4 5 6 5 5 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 5 4 6 4
265 show 98 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 5 4 5 5 3 3 3
266 show l73 5 4 5 6 6 5 4 4 6 6 5 4 4 3 3 6
267 show 230 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 4 6 5 6 6 4 6 4
268 show_270 5 5 5 6 6 4 4 5 6 6 4 5 4 4 1 6
269 show 277 5 6 6 3 6 6
.
3 4 6 6 5
_
5 5 4 3 6
270 show 337 4 6 4 4 4 4 6 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 4 3
114
271 show 340 6 5 5 4 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 5 6 6
272 show 378 5 6 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 6 4 6 5 3 6 4
273 show 385  4 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3
274 show 392 5 4 5 6 5 4 6 5 3 5 4 3 5 4 5 5
275 show_396 5 6 6 6 6 4 6 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 2 6
276 speedwa1_1 4 5 4 5 5 4 3 5 3 3 4 4 4 3 6 4
277 speedwa2_16 3 4 4 5 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 2
278 speedwa2_191 3 5 3 4 2 5 3 4 2 2 4 4 3 3 2 2
279 speedwa3_226 3 3 3 4 2 4 2 5 3 2 3 4 3 3 5 1
280 speedwa3_269 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 6 4
281 speedwa5_60 3 5 3 5 1 4 3 4 3 2 2 2 3 3 1 3
282 speedwa5_ 174 3 4 3 4 2 4 2 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 2
283 waste_2 3 3 4 2 3 4 2 5 2 2 4 2 3 3 2 2
284 waste_49 5 5 5 3 5 6 3 4 5 3 5 3 5 4 4 6
285 waste_93 4 4 4 3 3 6 4 5 5 2 3 3 4 4 6 6
286 waste_99 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 4 4
287 waste_115 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 5 4 4 5 2 5 4 2 6
288 waste 154 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 3 2 5 3 4 4 2 3
289 waste_232 5 6 5 3 6 5 5 5 3 5 4 3 5 5 6 3
290 waste 26l 3 4 4 3 2 3 2 4 2 4 4 2 3 4 2 2
291 waste 376 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 2 2 4 2 4 3 5 3
292 waste_399 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 2 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 4
293 waste 518 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 5 2
294 waste_654 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 3 4 3 5 4 5 3
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